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Vance failed 
to get accord 
From AP-REUTER 
U.S. State Secretary Cyrus 
Vance failed to get Jor- 
danian endorsement of the 
~?,amp David accords and 
flew to Riyadli Thursday to 
try to win Saudi Arabia's 
crucial support for the alan. 
Although Jordan's king 
Hussein did not commit 
himself to the accords, he did 
ixomine not to close the door 
on the new peace initiative. 
Shortly after his arrival in 
Riyadh, Vance met with 
King Khaled and Crown 
Prince Fshd, the real power 
in the Saudi hierarchy. 
Igtaled takes little part in 
day-to-day government 
affairs and suffers from ill 
health. It was reported 
Thursday that he will travel 
to Cleveland for heart 
surgery next Tuesday. 
U.S. officials said the 
American envoy's mission is 
being made no easier by 
public statements made by 
Israeli Prime Minister 
Menaebem Begin, including 
the Israeli leader's sharp 
disagreement with the White 
House over how long Israel 
agreed to freeze its seHle- 
ment program in occupied 
territories. 
In Damascus, meanwhile, 
Syria's foreign minister said 
the Arab rejectionist states 
would move to '~foll the 
Camp David agreement"and 
hinted that this might in- 
clude steps aimed directly at 
undermining Egyptian 
President Anwa~ Sadat's 
political position. Vance is to 
meet with the Syrians in 
Damascus this weekend. 
Sadat was in Morocco 
Thursday, meeting with that 
country's conservative. 
monarch, Hassan, to solicit 
his endorsement for the 
accords, reached last 
Sunday at Camp David, Md.; 
between Sadat and Begin 
with President Carter's 
mediation. 
Objections the Saudis have 
expressed to the Camp 
David plan are the same as 
those voiced by Jordan-that 
it does not guarantee a total 
Israeli pullout from the Arab 
territories captured in the 
1967 Middle East War, and it 
does not guarantee the right 
of Palestinians to form an 
independent state. 
Complications have 
once more confounded 
and confused the strike of 
the  In ternat iona l  
Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers against the 
Pacific Northern Gas Co. 
The union has charged 
that a gas line connection 
installed two days ago 
into Gim's restaurant is 
not safe, and was in- 
stal led by non-union 
personnel. As a result 
union members  are 
cur rent ly  p icket ing 
Gim's restaurant. 
The device used in the 
installation, a self- 
piercing Tee clamp, is 
p resent ly  be ing  
examined at the Gas 
Inspection Branch of the 
Energy Board in Van- 
couver to determine 
whether or not it is in fact 
safe. 
Gim's lawyers have 
asked for an injunction 
against further picketing. 
The injunction has not 
been granted. 
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Pictured above Edna Foresman of the Ministry of Labor 
checks with union pickets In front of Gim's restaurant to 
gather information for the possible convening of the Labor 
Relations Board. Foresman has been a regular visitor at the 
picket lines as strike issues become more and' more complex. 
Labour dispute 
continues here 
, . o , , .  
No word iS available as 
yet, whether or not the 
Labor Relations Board 
will convene to determine 
if the picketing at Gim's 
is legal or not. 
The city of Terrace 
became involved in the 
strike today when work 
on the diversion of Deep 
Creek near Kalum Street 
was halted as the result of 
a dented gas pipe. 
Under normal cir- 
cumstances the gas 
would have been turned 
off before the diversion 
was attempted, but in this 
case it was not. When the 
main was punchered 
during digging operations 
there were no gas 
company employees 
available to turn the gas 
off. The union set up 
picket lines briefly at the 
site. 
City employees refused 
to work. However, as 
J ea .n  Thomas ,  
Superintendent of Public 
works explained, he 
would not ask them to 
work under the current 
situation in any case. 
Thomas asked com- 
pany officials to turn off 
me =as. they referred 
him to the union, who told 
him to have the company 
ask the union to turn off 
the gas ,and it would be 
considered if any danger 
was present. 
Richard Green a 
striking member of the 
IBEW told the Herald 
that the union has told 
POSTAL S TR IKE 
MAY MISS US 
Terrace Postmaster AI Sandercotf says 
he doesn't know if the rotating postal strikes 
planned by the letter carriers union will hit 
this area or not but he doubts it. 
He said he also didn't know if the postal 
clerks will cross a picket line if the striking 
letter carriers throw one up. 
• "We'll lust have to play it by ear," he 
Said. . 
• If the letter carriers do put'up a picket 
line here and the clerks refuse to cross it, 
Sandercotf said he would be locking the 
door of the post office. He stressedthaf the 
local post office will try to give "absolutely 
the best service possible" and that he 
wasn't advising customers to look for 
alternate means of having mail  sent. 
"We will do everything to maintain 
service. He speculated that the rotating 
strikes would more than likely be one.day 
affairs at the larger centr~s. He said he 
didn't think the smaller places like Terrace 
and Kitimat would be affected directly.: 
the company that union LETTER CARRIERS 
members would perform 
such chores as are T a l k  b k ff necessary to insure S r a n  o 
safety, or in hardship 
cases, "but we have 
never been asked". 
A company 
spokesperson told the 
Herald that the union was 
asked late Thursday to 
shut the gas off on the 
Kalum St. project but as 
yet had not received an 
answer. 
In the meantime the 
taxpayers of the city are 
paying for all the Ao¢  
equipment in place at the .. ,reemem reached 
job site, which cannot be 
used. VANCOUVER. (CP) -- local union president John 
At las t  report the Pacific Western Airlines has McLeavy said Thursday. 
Ministry of Labor in reached a tentative contract The600workers, employed 
Victoria has become agreement with its ground in Edmonton, Calgary and 
involved in the dispute in service workers, members Vancouver, are to begin 
some manner but are not of the International ratification voles next week. 
Association of Machinisls The details of agreement, 
ready to announce any and Aerospace Workers, being withheld. details. ' are 
carriers broke down after Thursday night. 
one hour ,f discussion bet- McGarry said the post 
ween government and union office negotiators had not 
negotiators Thursday night, improved their salary offer 
and Ihat the union was left 
Robert McGarry, with no alternative but to 
president of the Letter proceed with the rotating 
Carriers Union i;f Canada, strikes. 
He said predictions ub- 
mitted by school beards are 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Last- said on leaving the meeting very accurate. 
ditch talks to avert rotating Iha! no settlement had been Pat Brady, president of the 
strikes starting today by the reachedand rotating strikes 30,000-member B.C. 
country's 19,000 letter would start al midnight Teachers' Federation, said 
he wonders what McGeer's 
rewards will be. A reward 
for one disirict can be 
punishment for another, he 
said. 
Brady, who also addressed 
the seminar, accused the 
provincial government ol 
political manceuvering by 
transferring $160 million in 
school costs to local districts 
since 1975. School beards and 
municipalities, however, end 
up  taking the blame for 
rising costs, he said. 
He said that in Surrey 
school district, one of the 
most populated in B.C., 
expenditures were up only 
6.8 per cent in 1978 yet 
because of the tax shift, local 
REGISTER SA TURD/I Y 
Y 
McGEER SAYS 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Provincial Education 
Minister Pat McGeer said 
Thursday he will be an- 
noaneing a new system of 
rewards for schools districts 
which demonstrate good 
control over their budgets. 
MeGeer told an education 
seminar at the annual con- 
vention of the Union of 
British Columbia 
Municipalities that districts 
showing fiscal restraint 
"will not have to pick up the 
costs that have been engen- 
dered by districts that have 
not been careful." 
McGeer said his ministry 
has established provincial 
norms for efficiency and that 
all school districts will be 
analysed. Those districts 
above the provincial norm 
will be strongly encouraged 
to bring their operations into 
line, he said. 
McGeer told a news 
conference his ministry has 
given special grants to in- 
dividual school districts in 
the past and the Public 
Schools Act would permit 
such grants to be used to 
recognize fiscal restraint. 
The minister said the new 
system would not actually 
provide rewards, but would 
be a means of ensuring that a 
school district's effort to 
keep costs down is not 
overturned by high spending 
in other districts. 
Cut costs, 
get reward 
school taxes rose 22.3 per 
cent. 
Mayor Jack Volrich 
criticized McGeer for saying 
that people think money for 
education simply falls like 
rain from heaven. 
Volrich said that .judging 
by Finance Minister Evan 
Wolfe's announcemen! 
Wednesday of a $150-miilion 
provincial surplus, "it ap- 
pears money is. in fact 
raining down." 
He said something should 
McGeer said there is no suggests that our resource Agency. 
way the  ministry can base, no matter how high 
penalize districts that are cost, is going to be a valuable ! Gorier said future energy 
not ~fficieni because they asset .  .sgppiies will come mostl.y 
' d ...... = ~' " . trJm fron tier.areas, me ok ha~;'~he mandate to spe~rt - W=th~' the c0ntinucd "cb. sands and tmpor.ta. T~e as much as they like. operation of. the provincml 
McGeer said his ministry and federal governments Alberta oil sands will be a 
significant resource base- has collected five-year and the: acceptance of the enough to support 20 to 30 
Canadian people for the need. synthetic-crndeplants of he 
fo r higher~ prices, we can 
• meet the t;bvious crisis of size of the Syncrude Canada 
supply wh)ch will appear Ltd. project. 
• some time:in the 19~s." Govier said Canada could 
MacNabb, quoting abe  producing more than 
federal government report, 100,000 metric tons or 700,000 
outlined Canada's energy barrels oil a day of synthetic 
resources, including crude, crude early in the 1990s. 
be done about the provincial 
surplus. 
Brady also said figures 
show the provincial 
government is not spending 
as much on students in 
relation to other provinces. 
Between 1960 and 1975 
spending per pupil rose 142 
per cent nationally but only 
98 per cent in B.C., Brady 
said. 
He also said there should 
be less reliance on property 
taxes for,funding schools. 
Energy prices 
have to go up 
BANFF, Alta. (CP) -- 
Canadians must recognize 
that future energy supplies 
will be more expensive, 
Gordon MaeNabb of Ottawa, 
president of the Natural 
Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council, said 
Thursday. 
He told the final day of the 
four-day World • Energy 
Conference that Canadians 
should also be aware of the 
need to restrict energy ex- 
ports and conserve energy 
for future generations. 
"My assessment of the 
med ium-term future 
oil, natural gas, synthetic 
crude from the oil sands, 
uranium and electrical 
energy. 
He said improved prices 
for natural gas have helped 
more discoveries of this 
resource. 
"The price-push 
mechanism, as I call it, has 
worked." 
Also speaking were Dr. 
George Govier, retiring 
chairman of the Alberta 
energy resources con- 
servation beard, and Harold 
Millican, administrator of 
the Northern Pipeline 
forecasts from 60 of the 75 
school districts in the 
province which show a four- 
per-cent decrease inbeth the 
number of teachers and 
pupils during the period. 
Despite the drop in the 
number of teachers, there 
will be 2,-000 new openings 
each~ through retirements 
and transfers. 
McGeer said the figures 
, showed 516,000 students and 
28,-246 teachers in the public 
school system, which will 
drop to 496,-000 pupils and 
27,278 teachers by 1983. 
STILL TIME 
TO GET ON 
Residents of Terrace who wish to make 
sure that their name is included On the 
voter's list, would be well advised to do so 
before Oct. 2, when the Board of Revision 
meets. 
• Atthe moment, that is until Oct. 2, all that 
is necessary is for a person to go to c~y hall 
and ask that their name be included. The 
name wil l  automatically go to the'court of 
revision, which will then add the name to 
the completed list to be used at the polling 
station. 
Terrace people are not notorious for large 
turnouts at the polls. During the last elec- 
tion, some 4,500 people were listed as 
eligible voters but only 1,500 turned out to 
actually exercise their franchise. 
Some people still believe that it is 
necessary to own property within town in 
order to vote. It is not. All adult~persons who 
have resided within the co~r~munity for 
three consecutive months/prior to the 
election may vote. 
I 
Make your winter plans now 
Take your pick 'o f  the numerous 
recreational opportunit ies avai lable in 
Terrace this season on registration day, 
Saturday, Sept. 23. The program range 
Includes fitness, recreational sports, the 
arts, dance and general recr'eafion 
programs. Many of the popular programs 
such as aqua terra, body building, 
macrame, yoga and Super Saturday are 
again.being offered. Some of the exciting 
new programs being added to the recreation 
scene in Terrace include drawing, batik, 
Terrific Tailors, dancercise and Teen learn. 
to-skate. 
Registration for all recreation and 
aquatic programs will be held at the 
Terrace Arena Bbnquef Room this Satur- 
day from noon to 4 p.m. Registration for 
Scuba, water polo and Community 
F. ducation programs will also be happening 
at the same time. Enrollment is limited, so 
we advise you to make every effort to 
register this Saturday, to avoid possible 
dissapointment. 
Late registrations will be taken at the 
re~:reation office in the arena between 8:30 
and 4:30 p.m. on weekdays commencing 
Monday, Sept. 25. 
There will be a Fiesta Disco Friday, Sept. 
22, at the Terrace Arena Banquet room 
from 8 to midnight. This "no-leans" disco is 
open to everyone in the community. Fiesta 
disco features popular disco music in- 
terspersed with special events such as a 
limbo, folk dance demonstration and a 
pinata in the tradition of El Salvadore. 
Tickets are available for $2 at the door. 
September Is the month to fake advantage 
of the free swimming and skating sessions 
while you're waiting for the fall programs to 
begin. The swimming pool opens Friday, 
Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. 
White water kayaklng is gaining ever 
increasing popularity and in B.C. we are 
fortunate to have countless exciting rivers 
to explore. This enticing sport can also be 
very dangerous for inexperienced paddlers. 
The best way to get into kayaking Is to take 
lessons from experts who will teach you the 
skills necessary to be a safe and 
knowledgeable paddler. Two white water 
kayaking courses will be held on the 
weekends of Sept. 30 and Oct. 7, in local 
Terrace waters. Instructor Mark Greer, is 
one of the best Canadian white wafer 
kayakers and has taught several courses at 
Sfrathcona Park Lodge. Kayaks will be 
supplied for course participants. For more 
information, please contact Dick Coxford at 
635.3242. 
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AIR PURIFIER I OLEANER 
Power nozzle & accessories 
now available 
r . -~ . . . _ _ .  O J~LL . - - - . .~- - . I  
For Free Home Demonstration 
i 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing 
Olearing and 
Remedia Earthworks 
Hays Vain Mobile Homo 
Strata SuSdJvision 
Prinoe Rupert, B.0, 
Tender Oail 
Sealed tenders marked  "Hays  Vale Tender"  wi l l  be 
race lvud up to 2:00 P .M.  local t ime,  October 6, 1978, 
and those ava i lab le  wi l l  be opened In publ ic  at :  
M ln is t ry  of  Mun idpa l  A f fa i r s  and Homing  
Coastal Region 
No. 404, S i t0 Qeadra  Street 
V ic tor ie ,  B.C. V IX  4A3 
Work  involves the  c lear ing  of trees,  b last ing,  r ipp ing ,  
scal ing to  improve  the sa fe ty  and  increase lot sizes in 
accordance  w i th  speci f icat ions.  
Tender  fo rms w i th  envelopes,  plans,  spoci f lcat lens,  
o0ndit lens of  tender  can be  obta ined f rom theMin is t ry  
of  Mun ic ipa l  A f fa i r s  and  Housing,  Regional of f ice,  No. 
404, 3960 Quadra  StresS, V ic tor ia ,  B.C., ( te lephone 479- 
8288), fo r  a fee of  $10, between the  hours of 8:30 a .m.  
and  4:00 p.m. ,  Monday  to  F r iday ,  except  ho l idays .  
Cheques or  money  orders  shale be made payab le  to  the 
Min is ter  of  F inance.  No  such purchases are  refun-  
dable.  
The lowest o r  any  tender  wail not  necessar i ly  be ac- 
cepted.  
The Honourab le  Hugh A.  Curt is,  M in is ter  ~ ~ 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  M in is t ry  of  Mun ic ipa l  A f fa i r s  and 
Housing 
Rrovince of 
( ~  Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing 
• v - / " -  t 
Language law 
not for reds • 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Quebec private company operating 
will permit federal'govern- in the name of the federal 
merit installations to breach government, Ottawa will aid 
provincial legislation and the company in a court 
post bilingual signs,.a senior detente, said LeClair, who 
public servant said to(lay, hasdeputyministerstattmin 
Maurice LeClair, the treasury board. 
secretary of the federal LeClair said the Quebec 
treasury board, said in an government realizes the 
interview that the Quebec federal Official Languages 
government has indicated in Act r  which demands 
informal communications bilingual signs be p:,sted at 
that "common sense will federa l  ins ta l la t ions ,  
prevail," and bilingual signs prevails over Q~ebec's 
will remain. Charter of the Fzeneh 
But if the Quebec govern- Language, which s~:s signs 
merit attempts to prosecute a should be in French only. 
For further information a Military 
Career Counsellor will be in Terrace at 
the Canada Manpower Centre on Wed. 
nesday, 27 September from 9:00 a.m. - 
3:00 p.m. Ask us about pilot training for 
grade 12 graduates and ask about the 
February  1st deadline for ROTP 
University applications. 
+ 'tr'HE CANA~ 
A JUMB) i~ 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear.and.tear {hat causes you to "Wade in" every few years). 
"HEW T.M.T. g0T "PLATES" THE IHSIDE8 OF YOUR 
Bile WITI A 50,000 HIE PROTECTIVE DuPont 
Teflon* COATIHG! 
*lez. U.S. Pat. Office for 
Ou Poet's nuorcarbon resins. 
WHAT IS TAFT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated hqutd for.  
mulabon mcorporahng Du Pont TEFLON" 
the same chemical compour~d that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When 
TMT *s added to an engine crankcase• th*s 
key ingredient instantly goes to work agamsl 
the No  One Cause of poor gas m, leage 
sluggish performance, high operating tem- 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown fric. 
banal drag 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
r*ght now you're more interested m what TMT 
does than how , tdoes, t  So here *t,s.*n a 
nutshell 
TMT IS FAST ~ There's nothmg comphcated 
about usmg TMT -a  12-year-old kid could do 
it m less than 60 seconds and not even 9el 
hts hands d;rly* 
TMT IS PERMANENT ~ II's an engme treat- 
ment. not an o,I treatment Just one single 
apphcahon ~s all =t take~o permanently pro- 
. feet your engme, for as I~r~g as you own your 
Car* 'W ' 
TMT IS SAFE* We've put our money where 
our mouth is on this w*th a $1.000,000 
Product L,abddy Policy issued by a nationally 
famous msurance company ~ 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE * Effechve for any car. 
truck, or other vehrcle -whether  zl s lh,s 
year's model or one that's 15 yours old * Pro* 
tects and preserves new engmes 'hghtens 
up" and reluvenates old ones* 
TMT IS GUARANTEED * Every rMT Treat- 
ment sold carries with *t the strongest, most 
~ron-clad Guarantee we could thmk OP - 
I GUARANTEED Belier gas m=leage 
more miles from every tankful  or 
money back m futP 
• GUARANTEED Less od burmng long- 
er penods before "toppmg off' or 
money back m full r 
e GUARANTEED Smoother engmeperfor- 
mance less stalhng and rough *dhn9 
or money back m fulP 
O GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and h=gher compress,on more z=p and 
acceleral=on or money back m fulP 
• GUARANTEED Longer engme hie 
fewer repair bills lespec~ally for costly 
ring and p,alan lObS) or money back m 
fulP 
• GUARANTEED All these ,mportant 
money-say*rig benef,fs no mailer how 
long you own your vehicle or money 
back rn lute 
In view of the many poss,ble savings and 
benehls cited above, what do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.rrme, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $S0 00~ $100 00~ MORE9 
Well. hslen tO this The established retail 
~ nce of TMT ts only $14 95* That's right, only T4 ~- -a  troy mvesvment hat couid poss,bly 
pay , IHI f  back dozens 0 r t,mes over .n sav- 
ings on gas. oil. and repair bdls Fsnfdshc 
FACT The cost of  own ing  and operat ing any vehic le- -car ,  bus, truck,  you  
name i t - -ha l  gone  s t r l /gh f  through ~e calllngt The cost  of  gasol ine and ell? UP!  
The paymente demanded by  ekll led (and nol-so-eki l led) mechanics? UPI  The  
prk:atags on new cars and trucks? UPS It's positively sickening--and It's going to get 
worse before il gels  any betted 
, EO ALMOUIST WOII(O FAMOUS AUTOMOirIV[ [N|INEER REPORTS ON T.M.T, TEFLON TREATMENT. 
'*The act ve Chemical ingredient I.n "T+M.T." has "And once "T.M.T." has been added_to an on. 
n spec a affinity for metal which causes I! to I no-positive results nan be seen through tee 
"plate" and adhere to ill.exposed friction sur. experienced and Ire ned eyes of even the most 
faces Polymers attract more polymers to a micro sk Ied of mechanics. They wl notice a lecldld 
thickness which means I *'controlled*' build.up Increase n compression feadln|s- whip i Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces which accounts for caSes that p alan and rln~. seal have Inproved. 
the numerous user.reports o~ reduced "blow.by*' An increase n die r.p.m.s will elm be dell OF 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced frlct on after a row 
censumptionf hundred miles of "T.M.T." "plating'*. 
"And In order to effect a permanent reatment. ,,CONCLUSION: Hot only Is "¢.M.T." easy to use 
you simply odd "T.M.T." to the crankcase oil (it shou d Uke 3O.seconds at the most for addinl 
through the oil filler hole (so.easy- that even a permanent reatment)- but its results can be 
n child can do It)-preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny ot any 
his reached no,mel operatinl temperature. The mechun c The benefits that can be exp.egted with 
eel ne should then be run for a minimum of "T M T** in the online- are IS fOllOWS: In" 
thlrt~t minutes in order In make sure that ell creased Gas M leele -increased Horsepower-Less 
frichon surfaces are *'plated". Only eight ounce~ Oil Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
ore required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions. Lower Operatlnl Tempera. 
smali truck engine, lures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
Hew that you've heard fr i l l  k expert.., listen te till raved ef erdlnlr/drivero. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE 801RIM ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPEO" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
(Once you've put T.M,T. in your vehicle, you'll be filling in the figures yoursllf). 
Motorcycle Racer "Bad Deal" becomes wrong. Of course he probably won*t admit It until he uses the 
pts  •ore power? 
"As on engineering student and 
ricer. I was Interested in ,hat 
T.M-T would do in e tenth mile 
speed test, 
A series of runs from e stendin| 
start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
alter T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix In my 125 c.c. Kawasaki Mo. 
torcross ricing motorcyce. 
AS l student of engineering this 
proved that T-M.T reduced friction 
rnd .n¢reased power." 
N.B. - Racer 
"good Deal" with "T.M.T." 
"i've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters, engine trealments, etc, My 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had just tested for 
his fleet at.trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed it was T.M.T. 
My m,leage has gone from XX to 
an unbe tevaoly astounding XX. My 
father, who Is a car mechan c 
told me it's impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saying that even fathers can be 
TMT in his car that I'm Blaine him 
as a present." --R.Wo 
Auto Mechlmic 
recommend| "T.M.T"! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanic and I 
d lye a '67 Caddy. and It w rn us. 
in¢ e lot of gas in lilt pill end 
on the highways. I wes lettl ~S 14 
m es to the gut on. but now since 
I've been uslna"T.M.T' I pl :k up 
XX gallons tn the city- lad )l t pf .  
Ions on the highwar, ;o I know 
you peoo e have e good product 
and /will recommend it.'* 
Mr. ¢.T.I. 
F ILL  OUT AND MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAY!  
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER, DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE3. 
I 
Enclosed is [ ]  chequeor [ ]  money order 
[ ]  one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: - Pray.:___ .P.C. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary, Alhorta. T2A 4X8 
L 
. w 
:'~ 
,l 
How important is one tree in this land of trees? 
Very important according to John Janus pic- 
turedabovewith Phil Stewart, explaining how he 
plans to preserve the large tree in front of the 
library building. Stewart who is acting 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation has 
asked Janas, who is known here in Terrace as 
the "Tree Doctor" to save yet another life. Janus 
explained that some of the limbs had become too 
heavy and needed help if they are to withstand 
another winter• He has provided the help, and 
the tree will stand for another hundred years, 
Janas days. 
POLICEMAN TESTIFIES 
No point in look ing  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Former 
RCMP staff sergeant 
Francois d'Entremont said 
Thursday he believed there 
was no point in investigating 
how the RCMP's G-4 unit 
came into possession of a 
ease of dynamite in 1972. 
.However, d'Entremont 
told a royal commission, he 
took pains to ensure that 
neither the army nor the 
Quebec Provincial Police 
linked the dynamite to the 
RCMP. 
D'Entremont, who has 
since left the RCMP, said he 
first heard of the dynamite 
when Sgt. Claude Brodeur 
told him, shortly after he 
replaced S.Sgt. Donald 
MeCleery as senior NCO in " 
the unit, that the dynamite 
was McCieery's "legacy" to 
him. 
The dynamite, which had 
been taken from a shed in 
Queb~'s Eastern Townships 
by two Mounties in May, 
19"/2, had been buried near 
Brodeur's summer cottage 
at Stanhope, Que. 
D'Entremont said Brodeur 
told him the dynamite was 
"frightening him" because it 
was beginning to leak--a 
dangerous sign of 
deterioration-- and he 
wanted to get rid of it. 
was safe to move the 
dynamite, and if so, to leave 
it in a field for Quebec 
Provincial Police to pick up. 
Normally, d'Entremont 
said, an army bomb disposal 
unit would have been called 
but he avoided this became 
the military might have 
sought information on where 
the dynamite came from. 
'the Mounties in late Oc- 
tober, t973, dropped the 
D'Entremont said he, dynamite in a field 30 feet 
Brodeur and another from a road, then 
Mountie discussed the anonymously tipped a police 
matter for an hour and de. detachment in Coaticook, 
cided io find out whether it Que. ' 
i ii 
I WEATHER I 
The remainder of Sep- next couple of days. Tern- 
for Buyer, User, Executive and support personnel 
The latest Harvesting & Sawmill Equipment 
3 Days only -- Thurs., FrL & Sat. 
Sept. 28, 29, 30, 1978 
Exhibition Park, Vancouver, B.C. 
Free - -  Register at the Door 
OPENS 9:00 A.M. 
The B.C. INTERNATIONAL FOREST 
INDUSTRIES EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION 
The largest show in western Canada.. .  
Everything from chain saws to sklddersl 
tember will probably con- 
tinue to bring cool and 
cloudy weather. A moist, 
unsettled system will keep 
giving cloudy skies and 
frequent showers to the 
Terrace.Kitimat area for the 
peraiures will be a couple of 
degrees below normal for 
this time of year, with af- 
ternoon highs only reaching 
12 degrees Celsius, and 
tonight's low dipping below 5 
degrees Celsius. 
Where Westerners win all-ways 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
- v 
Carpet & Drapery Service 
• Sheers.  Lined Drapes 
- Insulated drapbs • Drape rods 
T Ready.made drapes in 
g ell  popular  sizes. 
l indoor-Outdoor S 
M Shags, Loops, Twist, I ' ,~ l . .d  l;'r,~pTpr 
A Sculptured ~;~ " "s'~ u." !~. "~. "~- 
T ~ Wehave .  12 ca. f t .  $299. 
• 16 cu ft  $$19 : -c~" Scotch Guarded • . ,- %v,,,,* _ "in -' 19 cu. ft. s3ss 
S ; , , "  uarpe l  g r Ell1 T I~A~K 123 cu. ft. $389 
R . . . . .  ~ . '~  i Fadory  Servic 
A - -  A . :  inc luded 
' ~ - - '  ~"~; IN LI ERY 
~ . ,  ~" ~ K IT IMAT 
Box/ t  . Sm~lh*,f," • ~ AREA 
107,tlVt;tmRf Ph ~. I /  4,1R.~ 
L *~ 
.;... 
elal ...,a= . . . . . .  , _ _ . .  . . . .  . r~  , .~r  :.~:~ . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  
t 
Members of the Mountain Dance Theater demqn~trate some of the 
steps they will be doing when they perform here soon. 
CONC_ER TS 
Series planned 
The Terrace Concert 
Association is currently 
selling membership tickets 
to residents of Terrace and 
the surrounding district for 
the 1978-79 concert series, 
This year there will be 
seven concerts offering a 
wide variety of excellent 
talent. All season ticket 
sul~., cribers will be assigned a numbered seat or sb.ats for 
the entire season. Concerts 
will be at 8 p.m. in the R.E.M. LeeTheatre ata cost 
only slightly over $3.50 per 
performance, Rush seat 
tickets will be sold before 
concerts for $6. The first concert will be 
held on October 14 with the 
Mountain Dance Theatre 
dancing u'aditional and 
modern choreography. 
On October 18 the Scottish 
Baroque Ensemble or- chestra modelled after or- 
chestras of the 18th century 
will entertain with music of 
another era. This group of 
musicians have made many successful tours both in 
Europe and North America. 
couple play regularly witit 
the Vancouver Symphony• 
They are most versatile 
artists. 
Scheduled for Felamary 10 
is the Opera Plecola 
(miniature opera). The 
singers will be performing 
"La Prima Donna"., an 
opera full of humour and 
intrigue. In this production 
costumes and Sets will I~ 
used but the full orchestra, 
which usually accompanies 
an opera, will be replaced by 
a piano. These are very 
professional artists and 
should he a most enjoyable 
evening. 
On March 24, Robert 
Silverman, one of Canada's 
most renowned pianists will 
be playing in Terrace. He 
performed with the Montreal 
Symphony Orchestra t the 
age of lh and has taken top 
honours in Canada's major 
music competitions. He has 
toured widely in Canada nd 
the United States and has 
also performed in many 
major centres in Europe, 
Asia and South America. He 
here 
play inslrumeats of tile 
renaissance period; theiz 
repertoire will include some 
modern works especially 
written for them. 
Progratns lmve been 
t,ailed to all las: year's 
members. 
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Kitim,at man's play here 
'l'lte Northwestern 
National Exhibition Centre 
will he sponsoring 
Tamahnous Theat re's Liquid 
Gold at John Field School in 
llazelton Tuesday, October 3
at 8 p.m. 
Liquid Gold is an original 
full scale musical .drama 
written by Kitimat.born 
playwright Glen Thompson. 
It is the story of the exploited 
fisherfdk of Enver's Inlet, a 
poor backwater on the 
Secheit Peninsulal Liquid 
Gold is about power: elec- 
trical power; ece.nomic 
I~wer; and the power of 
"liquid gold", the m~mnshine 
lhat is the fisherman's only 
solace. Performed in the 
burlesque style of the '~.0's 
music hall, Liquid Gold 
features a. cast of bucolic . 
fisl|ermen, a power-hungry 
cannery owner, and one of 
Iler Majesty's Finest in 
scarlet• 
• This en0erlainmenl is 
suitable f.r the whole 
family. Admission is $3.00 
fi~r adults, $1.00 h~r those 
under '14. Advance tickets 
are available from the 
Cen~ re• 
"itainhow", a musical duo 
featuring Rick Garvin' and 
Mien Keirstead will" be 
perfi)rming folk, bluegrass 
and blues at the ExhiGiti([n 
Centre on Wednesday, 
September 27 at 8 p.m. Bring 
a friend, have some coffee 
and listen In some good 
music. Admission is $2.00. 
The "Japanese Canadians 
1877 to 1977" photographic 
exhibit will be at the Centre 
until October 14. 
In conjunction with" this 
exhibit, the National Film 
Board movie "Enemy 
Alien", a 26 mint~te colour 
production about a people 
who dared to ask: "What are 
they going to do with us?" 
will be shown. The Japanese 
Canadians fought long and 
hard to be •accepted as 
Canadimls. it is, important 
that the long story of 
frustration and !njustice, 
mistrust and hate, and 
o .  
i 
eventual triumph should be 
remembered. The film 
shows the slory. 
Ti|e film will be shown 
Wednesdays, Thursdays, 
Fridays and Sundays at 3 
p.m. It will also be shown by 
appointment to any school 
class or .thor ifltt2restcd 
group. 
The Northwestern 
National Exhibiti.n Cenlre 
is open Wednesday ~o Sun- 
day, l0 a.m. to 4 p.m F.r 
further informat ion call 842- 
.5723, 
I 
MO VIE' REVIEW 
Say hello to 
'Goodbye Girl' 
By Gn'eg Middleto. 
The Goodbye Girl, now 
playing at the Tillicum Twin 
Theaters in Terrace, is a 
good advertisement for" the 
old girl-meets-buy type 'of 
love story• 
With Richard Dreyfuss is 
the slightly odd, aspiring 
actor who finds there is 
already a woman and her 
daughter living in the 
apartment he has sublet. 
Marsha Mason, as the 
woman whose rooln male 
left and sublet, finds herself 
broke and having to make 
seane kind of arrangement 
to have a place to live. 
Tills Nell Simon movie is a 
classic of the genre that saw 
the great male stars of the 
1940's Imnging blankets over 
a clot hes line to separate wo 
beds when a catastropl~e 
threw them together with the 
reigning movie queen for a 
niglu. 
TERRAOE OONOERT ASSOOIA110N 
SEASON TICKETS 
AVAILABLE NOW 
LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS 
ALL SEATS RESERVED 
i 
7 CONCERTS 
ADU LTS - S25.00 FAMI LY - S55.00 
STUDENT & SENIOR CITIZEN - $10.00 S,NG'E PARENT FAMILY-,30.00 ,..n~aot 
Tony Jones - 635-4722 Evva Weber - 638-1324 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE AT CFTK 
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS 8 X 10 ($12.G~) TO 24 x 48 (S79.00) 
AT THE LAKELSE HOTEL 
A FEW EXTRAORDINARY EXCEPTIONS 
HUNOREOS OF 
LANDSCAPES • SEASCAPES . STILL LIFES • FLORALS 
PORTRAITS . BOATS & HARBOURS • ABSTRACTS 
LARGE OHOIOE OF FRMIES . 
TERRAOE ~ KITIMAT, 
Saturday the 23rd ! Thursday the 26th 
Sunday the 34th From 6:00 p.m. to 10".00 P.M. 
From Hoon to 8:00 p.m. Friday the 29th 
From 2:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
AT,THE OHALET 
I~REE FRAMING SERVICE .Cherg-~. 
FREE ADM'IJISION . . . . . . . . . . .  
PERSONAL CHEQUES ACCEPTED 
b addition the Chitiri Arpi has been a professor on the l ~ ~  
(Four Harps) will be faculty of music at the 
.u rn iug  to the Lee Theatre. University of Santa Barbara 7t===:=~tt ~; "~;' ; ;  ~"  Dining ~ 11hoso f you who h ard them a d at the University el 
three years ago will be Wisconsin and is currently in 
egcited to see and hear them residence at the University , 
apM on November 14. of British Columbia. 
Kathryn Cernauskas, Tile last concert will be on 
flutiSt and David Hum- ' April 7, with an instrumental 
harpist will give a ensemble from Prague. 
dUO performance on They are called the 
Noveml~ 24. This young Collegium Flauto Dolce ana 
ti?~~~[t"~*'t~******~'*************~[.~~ Hiddenads i  theSomewhereentertainmentTHEATREpASSESin the i,~ .=~~~~-33{~59J GUi"  
r=~ section are two Terrace ; L_~ phone numbers. 
4= ~ l~d them, and if one is yours you've ~t--~ ~Dn. 
I~ '1~'  Plck up y°ur tickets at the Herald 4( ~ a i  ,H i "  
:~ 412(I LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 4(
• it ' SHOWING AT 8 P.M. ~ SC;~:dCayunat;y s~e?inwa;hl0~n00 ~pn,~ t OH 
~ SEPTEMIIER 24"30 * i - ,, • Senior Boys VoJleybaJ, begiRs a| ]0:00 ,| 
.i '''''°" " i ' "" " : =,,,,.'' " ''". °°* T, i::    [HOTBL.EcTORS " '"°*°"'" I L ZZ l
. Tt • h . The Ih4dbyo|4,46Gnrl .~ 0ANOIN6 ,t INTERNATIONAL CUISINE ~ ~ D  G~ G|§I .11 
IIFIrENHR ~ MO.-SAT. s PM- u PM Reservations at the Tudor up until 5 p.m. ) i~  
DIG Wodnosday ~ WED..SUN. : L Plmem ~i4a  ~ U2G a,y. IG w.itl 
SEPTENDIR 27-3G ~ 5 a.m.-1 a.m. . , 
~145 C'dy Clr, G32-7200~ 4620 Lakelse Avenue ~ Terrace, ,o, Tke Greek Tlooon 
4t F r----------~ r ~  ( k ~  ~ ==;=p r ~  r----------~  r ~  
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Industry 
for north 
B.C. (CP) --  A seaweed- prospects in North 
harvesting machine is America and the Orient 
plying ocean waters near for kelp and other 
here as part of a provin- seaweeds, with demand 
ciai government program greatly exceeding sup- 
to study the potential of plies. 
developing a seaweed Kelp meal is used in 
industry on the British healthfoodsbeeaaseofits 
Columbia coast within a high nutrit ional value. 
few years. One chemical byproduct 
Since 1974 . the called algin sells for from 
wovin¢lal government $4.50 to $6.50 a" kilogram 
has given about $400,-000 and is used as an 
in "grants to investigate emulsifier in foods such 
the new industry which as ice cream and salad 
could have an estimated dressing. 
annual grossof $9 million 
when it is developed. 
"I think we can provide 
some good economic 
development and em- 
ployment opportunity," 
Michael Coon, head of 
seaweed research for the 
provincial marine 
re~)urcea branch, said 
recently. 
The bright-green 
seaweed machine, bought 
second-hand this year 
{rein a California com- 
pany for $42,000, is a 
major boost for the team 
of six biologists studying 
commercial development 
of seaweed. 
Research for the 
moment is centred on 
kelp-type seaweed, which 
grows wild in abundant 
supply here, and the 
farming of other seaweed 
types. 
~rchers  consider 
the kelp lied, about five 
kilometres off the north- 
east coast of Vancouver 
Island, to be one of the 
best in B.C. 
"We now have an in- 
ventory of most of the 
major stocks of kelp on 
the British Columbia 
coast," Coon said in an 
interview, adding there is 
p¢obably enough to 
support an industry. 
Other seaweeds would 
• have to be farmed 
because there are in- 
sufficient wild stocks. 
A recent survey shows 
there are good market 
Coon estimated that the 
in ternat iona l  seaweed 
byproducts industry 
grosses $500 million an- 
nually and edible 
seaweed, consumed 
mainly in the Orient, 
grosses $750 million 
annually. 
He said companies 
involved in seaweed 
harvesting in the United 
States are owned by 
mul t i -nat iona l  cor- 
porations, but he forsees 
a cottage-style industry 
for B,C. 
Seaweed farming could 
be handled by families or 
co-operatives, Coon said, 
adding that fish 
wocessers now are 
eyeing the potential ~in- 
dustry. / 
"In Japan/' it's a cot- 
tage industry that's 
grossing lot's of bucks," 
he said. "It can be very 
lucrative-:--S100,000 a year 
for some farmers." 
Coon said ha would like 
to see the provincial 
government limit its 
involvement in the in- 
dustry Lo research and 
grants for people wanting 
to harvest or farm 
seaweed. 
lie predicted that when 
the government gives the 
green light to capitalize 
on the market survey, it is 
only "a couple of years 
down the road" when de- 
velopment costs will be 
reasonable to attract 
investors. 
i i 
ARMS RACE 
I 
' BU,T HAS WAY TO GO 
Pipeline over the hump 
WASHINGTON ICPt -  
The northern atural gas 
pipeline passed a major 
hurdle in the U.S. Senate 
this" week but the $lO- 
billion project still has a 
long way to go through 
the legislative and 
regulatory mill. 
Pricing provisions for 
gas to be moved through 
the 7,520-kilometre 
pipeline are contained in 
President Carter's hard- 
fought nat oral gas pricing 
compromise, a bill whose 
future seemed, a few 
weeks ago, to be tenuous 
at best. 
But in the first 
showdown vote tin the 
compromise, the Senate 
rejected by a 20-vote 
fimrgin Tuesday a move 
that would have almost 
certainly ensure the 
death of the bill by sen- 
ding it back to the confer- 
ence committee of 
senatorsl and represen- 
tatives who developed the 
comprontise after months 
of worK. i 
Opponents of the bill, 
whose main purpose is to 
remove i federal price 
controls on newly-dis- 
covered lnatural gas by  
1985, no,~ are organizing 
for a lastditch effort to 
rewrite !the legislation,' 
t 
I 
RAPID TRANSIT 
alit)t her way of sending it 
back to the committee 
and thus preventing 
approval of it before 
• Congress ends its session. 
It appears likely, 
however, that ;heir effort 
will fail and that the bill 
will win S~nate approval 
when it comes up for a 
vole next week. A survey 
by Tile Associated Press 
counts 50 senators-- 
exactly one-half of the 
chamber--in favor of the 
legislation" with 39 op- 
ix~sed and It undecided. 
Tile bill then would go 
to the House of 
Representatives for final 
approval, and opponents 
• there are already gearing 
up for battle. 
Throughout the fight 
over the natural gas bill, 
the pipeline, tin which 
Canada and the U.S. 
ag~'eed last year and 
since approved by 
legislators in both 
countries, has been an 
imporlam side issue. 
Observers see general 
support for provisions .' 
setting the price of 
Prudh.e Bay gas and 
allowing the price of gas 
delivered through Ihe 
pipeline to be rolled in 
with other natural gas 
sold in the U.S., thus  
They need it there but ... 
will they ever get it ? 
BURNABY, B,C. (CP) -- World War, when British 
Colombia Electric ran an 
interurban streetcar system. 
It was later replaced by a 
B.C. Hydro bus service. 
Various proposals involve 
using Canadian Pacific and 
Canadian National railway 
Iracks. 
Some local pdicticians see 
the Urban Transit Authority 
(UTA), a Crow0 corporation 
recently created by the B.C. 
government, as a catalyst 
towards an LRT system in 
the region. 
A GVRD staff reporl this 
summer suggested that in 
Ihe interim, improving bus 
service would be wiser than 
embarking immediately on 
rapid I ransit. 
But by lhe mid-1980s, said 
the report, the annual 
savings for an LRT system 
would pay for a $180-million. 
capilal investment in a bare- 
l~mes roule from Vancouver 
through Burnaby to New 
West minsler. 
A Vancouver-Riclimond 
link would have less 
developmenl l~dential for 
rapid transit because it 
would pass Ihrough too many 
s ingle- fami ly  neighbor-  
hoods, said the report. 
II said Ihal providing addi- 
t iona l  t ranspor ta t ion  
capacily to  downtown 
Vancouver was not as im- 
pnrtanl as providing ea- 
pacily between suburban 
municipalities and areas of 
Vancouver oulside the 
downlnwn area.  
The nexl major step in 
LRT development could be 
the release of a .$300,000 
rapid transit reporl ap- 
proved by the GVRD earlier 
this year. The lalesi in a 
series of sludies will 
examine Ihe design of 
priorily routes and sialinns, 
costs and benefiis as well as 
financing of rapid transit. 
Greater Vancouver's only 
rapid transit train has been 
sitting idle in a shed here 
since IWb-symbolic of the 
failure to get rapid transit on 
track in the region despite 25 
years of talk and St0 million 
spent in reports. 
Nearby Vancouver now is 
the largest city in Canada 
without a light rapid transit 
(LRT) system and there is 
no date forecast when the 
electric cars will begin 
rolling over existing rail 
Vancouver alderman Mike 
"Harcourl said the 
legislation's proposed shift 
of B.C. Hydro's transit 
deficit to the municipalities 
will add $12 million a year to 
the city .budget. 
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Hugh Curtis, however, has 
released a transit financing 
plan that he said would 
foreslall the need for a 
Woperly tax levy in Grealer 
Vancouver Io supporl Iransii 
coals until 1983-84. The plan 
involved tacking .n a special tracks. 
Transit, however, is a 
major topic of concern in the 
region. 
Civic politicians have high 
waise for the rapid transit 
systems they have inspected 
in Europe. They have touted 
the LRT system opened last 
spring in Edmonton, which 
has a regional population 
half the size of Greater 
Vancouver's 1,200,000 per. 
sons. 
"We are convinced LRT is 
necessary/' says Vancouver 
Mayor Jack Volrieh, who 
backs the concept along with 
most other politicians in the 
Greater Vancouver Regional 
District (GVRD), 
An LRT system would in 
Some ways be a return to the 
past as It would operate on 
the same track routes as 
those used before the Second 
Don MacDonald, GVRD charge to power bills and a 
chairman and mayor of special gasoline tax. 
White Rock, said it will allow 
municipalities to decide on The regional district will 
Ihelr own hwm of transit, be responsible h~r aising the 
money to pay the local share 
"i'd say thai rapid transit of transit operating deficits• 
was on the way," he added. Transit costs will be spit[ 
The UTA will plan and help with the provincial govern- 
fund municipal transit meat. 
The federal government 
has pledged $230 million flw 
rapid transit financing in 
Canada over the next five 
years. 
"We could easily use $230 
million in the Greater 
Vancouver area alone," said 
MacDonald. 
Hydro will conlinue to 
operate the bus systems in 
the Vancouver and Vlcloria 
systems. Under the UTA act, 
municipalities would be 
allowed to collect revenue to 
pay for transit deficits, but 
they would also have the 
obligation to pay ils oper. 
ating and capital ccJsts and 
share in its defieil. 
One study shows il would 
cost a0 leasl $400 millkm just 
io gci a LRT link between 
Vancouver and New 
Westminster, regarded as 
Ihe firsl stop in a syslem 
iinking downtown Vancouver regions unlil a new operaling 
with suburban communities c.mpany is f.rmed under 
in Ihe GVItD. ;he UTA 
allowing the higher- 
priced Alaskan product o 
compel e. 
Carter and his sup- 
pJrters in the natural gas, 
deregulation fight have 
predicted, however, that 
if the compromise goes 
down, it probably would 
drag the pipeline down 
with it. 
While analysts uggest 
this dire prediction is 
more of a lobbying device 
that a certain result of the 
hill:s •defeat, project 
"sponsors :would find a 
defeat of the gas bill a 
bit ler blow. 
Pipeline sponsors say 
pricing arrangements 
should be completed 
before they can proceed 
with private financing hlr 
the project. Because of 
the stalemate tn 
Congress, which has been 
studying the energy bill 
• for more than a year. the' 
pipeline's timetable has 
been.set back' about nine 
monihs to a projected 
starting date in the fall of 
1983. 
The U,S. Federal 
Energy • Regulatory.  
Commission (FERC) 
could still set prices for 
the gas, but this would 
take several months and 
i 
migllt result in even 
further delays. 
A bitter irony in the 
sponsors's situation is the 
fact that the Carter ad- 
ministration chose the 
congressional route for 
price-setting rather than 
the FERC route in the 
interest of speed. 
Meanwhile, the pipeline 
has taken only the tiny, 
first steps toward final 
certificati,~m by FERC, a 
regulatory agency 
created last yeat when 
thedepartment of energy 
was set up. 
FERC has appr.ved a 
plan to import Alberta 
gas- -a  prerequis i te.  
spolisors say. i .  pre- 
building die lower p,,r- 
lions of the pipeline. This 
w.uld result in gas 
moving Ihrougil tile hlwer 
two legs of Ihe syslem 
while construction begins 
on the Alaskan and YUkon 
p~Jrtions, wltl.k expected 
l i t  inv i i k ' c  almost IT.000 
people during peak years. 
Pipeline sponsoi's have 
mJt yet applied, however, 
fi)r approval of lhe two 
most vital components of
the project: the actual 
Iransp~rtalion facilities 
and the financing 
arrangements. 
o_ , , , ,  x 
Animals 
t aking over 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Pets are being born at a 
greater ate than people in 
Canada now because 
animals are taking the place 
. f  children in today's 
society, Dr. Wally 
SI onehouse, cha i rman of the 
humane praclices com- 
miliee . f  the Canadian 
Veterinary Medicine Associ- 
a;i.n, said Tuesday. 
• SI.nelli~use told a news 
c, nfeeence during the an- 
oual meel inn of i lie 
Canadian Federalion el 
Iiumane Societies thai this 
trend has become well 
defined uring the last four 
.r  five years. 
• 'Fewer and fewer 
children are being born and 
as a result people are 
keeping pets as a re- 
placement," he said. 
"Also, there are more and 
more broken homes and 
often one member of this 
family acquires a pet 
because he or she has no one 
.else to talk to. These are 
trends which have led to a 
greater number of pets in 
our homes." 
Stonehouse said that in 
deal with the growing 
problem of pets, the second 
Canadian Symposium on 
Pels and Society will be held 
here from May 30 to June I to 
deal with the great ct~n- 
cenlration of pets in inner 
cities. 
"We have to instill in the 
public the need for pets to be 
a family asset rather than a 
nuisance to the ncighbars," 
SIonehouse said. 
He saidinany 
municipalities ncourage pet 
owners Io neuter their 
animals by the use of re- 
duced fees for spayed pets. 
"We think that's, a go~ 
concept and wc. encourage 
people io have the operation 
done .n Iheir pets," he said. 
"Bul I don'l know whether 
we wanl Io see this sort of 
thing become mandatory 
across the country. I don'l 
really think the governmem 
needs more rules and 
volunlary programs are 
very effective if they are 
properly publicized." 
Stonehouse said the post. 
war baby boom generation 
has a lot to du with the large 
increase of pets today. 
"Once all the baby bt~m 
households are filled with 
pets then the increase in pets 
should level off," he said, 
"A¢ present, people over the 
age ,f 30 are acquiring a pe¢ 
as Ihey put a house 
tenet her." 
Stonehouse aid the result 
of ttKi many pets in the 
c,,untry could be a backlash 
against dogs and cats as has. 
already appeared in New 
York and some European 
cities• 
RECENTLY RESIGNEO , , 
Vorster under pressure 
I I I 
JOHANNESBURG 
(Reuter) -- The problems 
of southern Africa and the 
future of his apartheid 
stale wcighcd more heav- 
ily tin John Vorster in 1978 
than at any time since he 
t~mk over as Soulh 
Mrlca's prime minister 
in 1966. 
The crumbling of Ihe 
while regime in Ithodesia 
and United zalions 
pressures io agree Io an 
in le rna l iona l ly  ac. 
cepiable solulinn in Soulh 
Wesl Africa tNamibial 
hsik up much of Ihe lime 
of a man suffering froln 
low bhsDd pressure and 
diabetes. 
But buoyed by the 
November, 1977 general 
election, when ills 
naliona.I party w(ih a 
record 134 seat s in I he i 65- 
seal lower house of 
assembly, he reinfi,'ced 
South Africa's opposilion 
Io **filreign interference" 
in ils affairs and launched 
military raids inl0 Angola 
and Za'mbia gainst bases 
of the Soulh West Africa 
Peoples Organizat ion 
whose guerri l las were 
attacking inlo Nanitbta. 
Overseas crilk'lsnl (If 
SOUl h Africa incn'eascd 
froln Oclober. 1977 when 
the Vlirsler govtq'nnlClll 
pnrgcd I~pl~liielilS of ils 
policy of liparllleid. 
banned 18 niainly hhlck 
lirgliliilallldlS, i.lil~t.(t two 
I I I I  
black newspapers and 
jailed or detained critics 
of apartheid. 
The wave ot protest. 
including imposition of a 
mandatory arms em- 
bargo tin South Africa by 
tile United Nathms, 
continued after the 
inquest on black leader 
Steve Bike. who died in 
ptdice detention', 
produced evidence that 
lie had been kept naked in 
a prison cell mid 
nlanaeled hand aud hx)l 
during inlcrrogalion; 
SI ill Verst er pressed tin 
wilh his plans io  give 
indep.t,.,ndenee IO black, 
homelands t Ilanluslansi. 
although the rest of the 
world saw this policy only 
as entrenchmel ' of 
apartheid. 
He presided, over 
'abolilion il l  nlost of the 
laws which barred blacks 
from cerl uin jobs. 
planned Io replace the 
haled passlxloks which 
blacks are forced to carry 
and prepared a new 
consltt UI iou wilh separate 
bul eqnlil parliamenls fl~r • 
l i l t  dtsen franchized 
colored mlixedract, I and 
Asian c, inniuniiies lihiiig 
with whilcs. 
Tile burly.', inisnliling 
h.:ldl,r Wile worked oil Ihe 
lii.ilblelll ill hls Cltlinll~y's 
istdilliiin wilh ftq'viq' afler 
lit' l~,calll¢' prel!lier 
I I  i l r l r [ l l l l  II I I  
following the 
assassination of Hendrik 
Verwoerd in September, 
1966, saw that events 
were crowding in tin 
South Africa. But he was 
unable to fulfill his 
promise to bring about 
change in South Africa 
before ill health caught up 
with him, and this week 
Vorster announced his re- 
tirement. 
Balthazar Johannes 
t John) Vorsier was boru 
Dec. 13, 1915, a[ 
Jamestown, Cape 
Province, the Son of a 
farmer of Afrikaner 
stock-descendants of the 
17th century Dutch set- 
tiers. 
He graduated with a 
law degree from 
St eilenbosch University, 
and began his career as a 
lawyer in tile cape, 
During The Secl,nd World 
War hc was u senior of. 
fleer in the Ossewa 
Brandwag, a para- 
lni l i tary Afr ikaans 
organization which sym- 
paddzed with Nazi 
Germany. 
htlerned from Sep- 
tentbcr, 1942 to Pebruary, 
1944 h.' his prli-(ierman 
and anti-Brit ish, views, he 
'silugiil a seal in Par- 
I lal i l i ,  iil i l l  1945 bul was 
defealcd, ih, entered 
I'arlianienl iit 1953 its li 
iueultler lor Nigcl. a 
Transvnll t.oilSI iliiciwy. 
i i 
m 
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Kermode Centre starting off another year 
ByJo-A, nePete'rKermede Friendship i!iu~lt ~an~gt~R211~eRhc~t~n!~ ~.~Tn~d:ayine~!~iSe~e~l~y:t~! ~- . . \  Kerm0de ~i~i!jCr~id~'rmTh!~Pii~u~d~  ~an~dl!iss~5~6~s~f~;~! i~iig~ii!sJ~!!~kk;e~Meril~e~ji The 1 
Society e / "  is a charitable, 
public' service organization wdi~ec~r:areSs~nGsebll]een[~orek~ (~;iee;dSvhiPu Ctnltp t ( F r i e n d s h i p  iP~nv',Pl.vee' :h  naamiv~a;obt.~na~t~! !enaneC/;~ on~ee~?s 7~: /  ~1:~, !~ii,!i?,r~iiniclair~.fai;~! aitd ~ which is ran by a Boar~d+bf " e m. 4451 . i i 
Dlreet6~and an Exec,fi~e' ~!~m~inT~iirs:tP~:b!!~ :a:n:i scale; h ma~rembly i ~ ~ C.entre Pr:evrid:i : brYe~:~ligofn°U 7 ;ncU~esl/°aTY°ff°lhisl ;:'lu;; ~!~'  ,rTieir'l~i[iriSw;iiAc!! i c or. The centre ame t ~e  I L iv p:oJ
into beh~ when Local 118 of s , I people. electing a new slate of board organ ized 
the B.C. Association of Non the Friendship Centre was a members. The board {• 
79 funding is in the arfiouht of 
.$33,285. This money is for 
wages for two persons and 
administration c.sts. This 
program is desig~md Lo assisl 
native people, who, for 
whatever eason, are faced 
with the problems of ad- 
justing to the mainstream of
Canadian sociel y. 
The Kermode Friendship 
Centre stfiff Ioday are the 
executive direcu)r, Vi 
Gellenbeck and Ihe 
secret ary-bookkeeper, 
Velma Ross. 
The program which is 
wesenlly underway at Ihis 
Status Indians presented a
prolx~i  to the First Citizens 
Fund in 1975 for a graut of 
$10,000 which was to be the 
dbwn payment on the 
building. In order to get this 
fundl~ the Native Resource 
C, ettt, e had to become a 
registered' society: From 
the society obtained a
loan from • the Bank of 
Mantreal for the remaining 
cost of the building. 
Those responsible for 
forming the society.are the 
first board members:  
Willard Seymour, Vi 
Gallenbeck, Frank Miller, 
real necessity. When she had members must be dedicated 
io move, taking over and people who can inspire and 
easily fil l ing her hard lead contribulors, service 
working shoes was recipients and the public. 
'RosemarySupernault. They The board must identify 
are why the cenU:e is here priority needs, shnrt term 
today, and long term goals, and 
wha! it, as a volunteer 
The 1977-1978 Board organization, should and 
Members are President, should nat atteml a to dd. In 
Lorelei Smith; Vice this ease; how daily needed 
Presidenl,  Roger Gray; activities and services are 
Secretary Treasurer, Jean carried out at this cenlre 
• Packwood; Abel Brown, dependslargely unlheboard 
Rose Supernault, Betty of directors as it islhe final 
Ross, Vi Gellenbeck,' Jo- anlhority and must adhere to 
Anne McNeil, Laura Miller, its decisions. 
Cliff Bulton and Rena Bolton. There will also be 
resolutions made to amend 
certain parts of the con- 
stitutivn with regard to 
membership and voting 
rights. Hopefully if .all goes 
well the centre will then have 
an open door policy to all 
persons over the age of 16. 
For further information on 
centre services or on the 
annual meeting, feel free to 
call Vi Gellenbeek; 
Executive Director at 635- 
4906. 
The centre ns core-funded 
through Secr~etary of State's, 
New Migrating Native 
Pe.plesProgram. The 1978- 
Humpback whales' lives .,at issue 
of ice many whales in New- 
fimndland waters. 
Ml,~re, in Newfi)undland 
fi~r a seal hunl courl t.asc, 
said in an imerview 
Greenpeace w.uld ..pp,se 
any resumpl ion .f  wllaling iu 
Canada. 
"If lhey try Ihal sonic.he 
will gel killed," M~..re said. 
"We'll be oUl Ihcre bclween 
Ihe whales and Ihe firsl 
harp(.m fired." : 
Greenpeace. Which .p- 
Ixlses the annual seal hunn. 
HOLYROOD, Nfld. tCP) 
--  The white underside of the 
whale's f ive-melre star- 
board fin flashed in the sun 
as she rolled and whisl led to 
her calf. 
The humpback app~red 
to be feeding on squid. 
unaware of speculat i .n 
ashore that she and olhers Ùf 
her kind might m.m bec.me 
the targets fi~r explosive 
harpoons. 
The speculation, rampanl 
in Newfoundland all summer 
and the subjecl of reaction 
from at least one pl'~d~i 
group, ignored the views of 
the International Whaling 
Omimission (IWC) of which 
Canada is a member. 
The IWC now allows ,nly 
nine humpbacks to be killed 
annuMly by naiive people in 
Greenland. 
Mac Mercer of OItawa, 
Canada's representative on 
Ihe IWC, says Ihe com- 
mission would like tn save 
I}ll iSe i l i l lP .  
has attempled i~ . }tall 
whaling by the S,vici Union 
in Ihe Pauifiu lind hy 
lcelanders in Iliu N.rlh At- 
lantic. 
Since 1972. Newlllundland 
fishermen have buell c.ln- 
plaining Ihal whales have 
destroyed nets and ,,her 
gear. The c.inplailu s, 
muslly abuul humpbacks. 
.were re,re wieal ¢his fall as 
open-line ra(li, shows 
broughl up dm subjecl l .r 
listeners' in c.asml areas. 
One fisherman .u F,,g~, 
Island, off Newh)undland's 
m)rtheast coasl ,.~aid a whale 
almost upsul a small t~,ill 
when il became unlangled ill 
fishing lines. 
Mercer said in inlerviews 
carried by Ihe CB("s daily 
Fishermans Br.adcast thai 
il is (ibvJous muru ,.f the 
norlhwesl Allanlic's 1.200 ii, 
1,500 humpback whah.s are 
showing up in Newfi,undland 
waters this year. 
He said ! his does n,t mean 
Ihal the p,pulali.n Imd in- 
creased, merely a cl~ange in 
feeding habits, 
The animals, which range 
frtlm. Ihe £ai.ibl~t, an io 
Greenland,'spend much ,,1' 
the summer and fail in 
Newfoundland e.asxal  
walers to feed ,n squid and 
caplin. 
programs..This project will On the Canada Works, assisumt recreation worker 
be finished November 29, You lh  P reventat ive  isNeillWhiltaker. 
Notice 
W00LWI) ?H 
TERRAOE 
Will be closed Monday,  September 25, 1978 
for renovations. 
We will re-open at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday, 
September 26,  1978. 
Watch for our 99th Anniversary Flyer 
and Renovation Sale in T.uesdoys Advertiser. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .='; . ~.~.~..; ~:;:~:~`.~;:~:::~:~:::~:~:~.:~:~.~:::~:~:~:~:~..~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~::~:~:;:~:~:~:~:.~.:.~.~.:~....::~:~.:: 
e usiFless 
iili Not listed in osr 
e.o. Tel Direotory, 
~ 6~Sm~O 
!!i! ~ TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 635.3300 
We,res.oo.u.o, HOTSPRINGS 1,8-222i 
aLI'S PLACE - 798.2231 
L#stea,,,s BEAUTIFUL. 6,,.92,1 ' 
Here/ Free .for ONE month cout~tes¥.of " IF, , . ; ._ .  
DALLY  HERALD .~ . . . .  ........ ,,,:,~.. ~,q~ l-qi~, 
I f  you wish your  Business Phone 6 3 ~  ~ 3 6 7  
l isted for  your  customers i~lease cal l  m 
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The killing of humpbacks 
in Canadian waners was 
forbidden in 1960 when {he 
animal was declared an 
endangered species. In 1972 
Canada banned all fia'ms .f 
whaling in its waters, exucpl 
in Ihe case of S, lne whales 
hunted as filed by lnuit in the 
Arctic. 
Patrick Mi,,re. tit' Van- 
couver, president . f  the 
Greenpeace Fomldal it,ll, 
says there are all ,'in- 
credible" number .f repurls 
NEEDLESS DEATH AND AGONY 
i i ~ i i i  r i ~ |  i l l  II I 
Humane society attacks hunting 
Lund quoted figures to 
show only one calf was 
seriously hurt out of 6.000 run 
in Canada this year.  
Dr. Harry Rowsell, 
executive director of the 
Canadian Council on Animal 
Care, asked how the 
Canadian Rodeo Cowboy's 
Assocati0n could justify the 
use of torment o make the 
animals buck. 
Lund said the horse was 
subjected to some torment, 
but "it was a matter of 
degree." 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
More than six mill ion 
animals and birds are killed 
annually in Canada and 
many of them die in slow 
agony, a humane society 
meeting was told Wed- 
nesday. 
Tom Hughes, executive 
vicepresident of the Ontario 
Humane Society,. said his 
criticism of hunting "boils 
down to the fact that sport 
hunting results in millions of 
animals and birds being 
killed and millions suffering 
I~as ever been per~trated in
the name of sport, he.said. 
Thousands of birds are 
wounded and crippled but 
never picked up by the 
hunter, Hughes said: 
The argument that hunters 
conserve wildlife by con- 
trolling the size of animals 
populations has been 
¢hnilenged,by many people, 
he said. 
Hughes urged delegates to 
work toward the elimination 
of hunting "which cannot be 
justified in the name of 
too expensive and the sport 
too well-controlled to allow 
abuse. 
•. Lund defended the electric 
prod as a more humane way 
of moving stock than he old 
method of using whips and 
clubs. 
He said the most con: 
tenuous event in the rodeo 
was calf roping, but that: 
calves were used instead of 
grown cows because they 
were more resilient and 
flexible, so less likely to be 
injured when roped. 
by crippling, wounding,' lead sport." 
Delegates were aFso told ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  W-:.-:,¢~-~,~,~,a.~-.~---.-~,~,~,....~- • ,~ -. . .  ~- - . , " 
tlees."p°is°ning'He told thebadannualhUntinggeneralPrac" animalsthat rodeo ndanimalSare not tar;are M I[I T I ~ I[ ~ '  .%~ ....~'r,..':~t~> ..~_,_ .¢.~,....".. . .  ~,, ~',,,, ~::.--=~.. ~ . . . . . . .  - .  treat d better th n most . - .  "... . . . . . . . .  ,. - 
meet ing  of the Canadian mented to make  them ~, . ~ ,  . . '~.".':°~, ~u-:... - • JuAII DE FUCA STRAJT 
Federation of Humane perform. . ;:.-" ~--.-'~ ; " "' T 4 
Sodetles that it is hard to get Dr. D. C. Lund, a veter- With I inNre  regret  0hop Stay Garden "~ - .  . . . .  . .~_ : o/ \ \ . ~.,~.'y:',;'.~ ~, ,'. olxo, Em'~NCE 
complete statistics on inarian and rodeo rider for l7 "K. ~ . ~. , - .~J ' l i "  . . . .  :'=:"=- 
animals and birds killed by years, said rodeo horses live a ~>,~,. ~, . - , , . t  
hanterl because many are a long and happy life, much Restaurant in Terrace wishes to dvile .. " , , . . , : . . .  : - -  - -  : : 
"killedLtlagally, are poached longer than is normal for a ., 2:'.!-..' • " W'~-=::-;?:-.~'~- 7.<i~::',.~.~!~ I 
or. i re  taken above the working horse, its oustomrs that it oannot continue 
quotan or bag limits." ltc said S0 per cent of rodeo L~., "', .. ~ .:..< : ~ ; . 
Hushem l ld  that in 1974 horses are animals which free home deliver,/, Effeotive ",-. \ : t :  ..... ~, : : : i  / were used for riding but.went . \ \ " ',,~ " " • ..... . ..... .: ? -  ".. i:: t 
the CAmadbul Wildlife Ser- bad and started to buck. The . f  \~. x~ .,;..:,! , . . • • ..  / 
. a . .b . . saeaey '  ilmled 434'162 f ° rms l0 t°3° t lmesaysar  v lce 'a i lder l lg°vernment averager°deoh°rseper"  ,mmedbtelywewillce:tm:etegive We're 
i|ermita for the hunting of for 20 to 30 seconds at a time 
and some are still per- our  usua l  prompt  .moo m,oveq " .-. 
"The  Canldblan Wildlife forming at the age of 30 . , m . "L - "=~$ , '  : ~ ~ @ ~,,~"" 
, . .  . . . .  .a, ,. ,,,, ,o:, 0"" "*"  char t ina  \ \ . . . . .  gme,3'8 million4B,lldUCks,coots, 413,985107,438 He said the animals were ,__ ~=~ -- " . . . . . . .  ~ m ~ \ , "  .... ~,: 7''~'': ;. " ~ ' "  " "~ ~'~:  - 
anilpe ~ 113,199 woodcock 
were killed under the a qdcWnoIG;  I V  ~ \ .  q~=~,.?.t...-~..~ • . . ;  " * - ' :  
mitherlty, of these permits give you the \ "<""*  ' * for total kill of 4.5 million . ' '~.~ '" '  " " " • . ' ',~'-,..:~ . ~ .x . " 
l l rdl ."  lie said. ';.';w .... ", ....... ~ ". -~ .- '~"  - 
• Best -  \ - -  " . . . .  " . . . .  
• ''" "~4'.~ .~. .. f " " ':'" ._ t lu l~  l l ld  it is eve n dENTBAIVK " ~ l t i  ~'~ 
mace difficult to get an ~,- '.,.'~&a~:' . . . .  . m m v v v  ~ . , ~'~; r .~* ' . "  '" "~'.i 
accurate total for the • . ,.::~)~/~, " .--",~, ' ,,---.::.- 
nunlher of game animals v tANAGEMENT SEt l t |NAR ,.-,- car eSce a te Idlled annually in Canada. 
but available figures live an C l l~, , , j i  S k 
estimate of 13,000 bears, ~ i 
more t i  100.000 deer and e s s l o n  i n  ore than 3~,000 moose. 
"~he~e figures are un- 
dlol~=~.=¢lBy low," he said. "To * r~ Dependable twice weekly service, --~ Fully containerized cargo handling. 
Hook-ups for refrigerated containers Steel hulled covered barges for "~ and trailer units. 
~ all-weather cargo protection. 
.,~ Efficient roll-on roll-off service, ..~ Door to door service, 
And that's just the beginning. 
As part ofCanadian Pacific's coastal marine transportation system we're able to provide a com- 
pletely integrated service. CP Rail's Northland Service links the lower BC. mainland with 
Kitimat, Terrace, Prince Rupert, and other northern points for the fastest possible handling of 
your cargo With 75 years experience on the coast, we've got the people with the expertise to 
make sure your shipment is routed to its destination quickly and economically 
Whether reefer cargo or general freight, CP Rail's Northland Service can meet your transporta- 
tion needs We can accommodate bulk loads such as lumber and aggregate as well as heavy 
equipment for construction, mining, sawmill and other large projects requiring specialized service 
Whatever your tdi'fisportation requirements--talk to us first. 
i 
Our course is set to give you the best cargo service on the coast 
For more information 
call the CP Rail Kitimat 632-2131 
Northland Service Prince Rupert 62441200" 
representative Terrace 635-6234 
in your area. Stewart 636-2443 
CP Rail 
Northland Service 
2285 Commissioner Slreel. Vancouver. B C V5L 1A9 
Tel (604) 255 3535 Telex 04-51165 
A division c)f CP R~td C(hl.~tllf Maims Operations 
thin flgla'e must be added 
caribou, elk, goats, sheep, 
for which total reliable 
figures are not available." 
Haghe s said it is 
reasonable to assume that 
more than six millto'n 
anhaais and birds are killed 
evoy year in Canada. About 
1.4 million hunters "spent 
about $175 million on the 
sport in 1975, he said. 
"No~• every animal and 
is killed outright and, in 
addition to the physical pain 
which large numbers of 
animals and birds suffer in 
the course of being hunted 
and killed, a large number of 
animals and birds suffer 
from mental distress, ap- 
prehension, anguish~ call it 
what you will," Hughes said. 
He said that one out of 
every three deer is wounded 
and does not die quickly. 
"But if deer i re subject to 
bad hunting practices 
leading to crippling, 
wounding and other un- 
necesaary suffering, the 
shooting of wildfowl mtmt be 
the worst animal abuse thai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, ookkeep ing  
An introduction to bookkeeping 
techniques. How to set up Jour- 
nals, record transactions, post 
the General Ledger and 'perform 
the preliminary steps for prepar- 
ation of the Financial Statements. 
It's a must for every small bus- 
iness operatorl 
WHEN? 
SEPTEMBER 2i, 197l FROM 
9 A.M. - -  4:30 P.M. 
WHERE? 
THE TERRACE HOTEL 
TERRACE, B.C. 
COST 13t. l l  
TO ENROLL PLEASE PHONE 635-4951 OR 
. . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . .  '" ?ltil'N'ANd/~Aii'lHis COUPON re M'ln.llmm llrll<oiil;i; 
l , I .D,l .  
l l41 i lho l i i  Ate. 
l i l l l l i ,  l . l ,  v ie  IN  
i 
Name 
Address 
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l,.O00-members of the Glad 
Tidings Temple are more 
generous than their pastor 
ever prayed for. 
Roy.  Maureen Gaglardi 
set out tWO months ago to 
raise $1 million from her 
congregation by Sept. 10 to 
expand church facilities. 
"We determined that it 
was God's will that we ex- 
pand," she said. 
Roy. Gaglardi said she dis- 
cussed the fund-raising with 
her congregation, held 
prayer meetings and several 
days of fasting. 
When Sept. I0 came, she 
didn't get $I million. Instead 
dividual pledges. 
"In the morning offering 
we got $1,943,000 and some 
hundreds," she said. "We 
got about another $100,000 in 
the evening offering." 
Roy. Gaglardi said the 
contributions ranged from 36 
cents to the the largest of 
$500,000, adding 'that her 
' EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
city's 3,900 public school 
teachers and students 
returned to classrooms 
Thursday--but it was un- 
certain how long the classes 
Will remain open. 
The teachers were Ordered 
back to work by the govern- 
ment Wednesday, but they 
congregat ion 
"three wealthy people." 
Founded in 1931, Glad 
Tiding s is an .independent 
church which sponsors 43 
missionaries worldwide and 
operates various eon~munity 
services including emer- 
gency telephone lines and 
clinics. 
includes, went to the Alberta Supreme 
Court Thursday seeking an 
injunetionagaimt the order. 
The hearing on the appli- 
cation was adjourned to 
today. 
Labor Minister Neff 
Crawford said after the court 
adjournment that if the 
teachers were suceesssfui in
Extort ion a hoax 
SEATTLE (AP) --  An ex- 
tortion plot against an 
Amtrak passenger train 
from Seattle to Vancouver 
Wednesday apparently was 
a crude hoax, a Burlington 
Northern. Railway 
spokesman said today, 
A police helicopter 
shadowed the train out of 
Seattle Wednesday night and 
police monitored the train's 
progress. A railroad repair 
car escorted the train at a 
slow speed as crews scruti- 
nized the track ahead for 
"signs of trouble, said Kim 
Forman, the spokesman. 
When it was over, "II 
looked like just a joke or 
some kind of a crank call," 
Forman said. 
Forman said an uniden- 
tiffed male telephoned a BN 
freight agent in Mount 
Vernon Wednesday morning, 
telling him to look in his car 
for a note. The agent found a 
note demanding $8,500 or the 
railroad would '*suffer the 
consequences." 
The note said an Amtrak 
urain, which was to leave 
Seattle about 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, was to stop 
where a flare was placed" 
ahmg the track. Money was 
to be thrown out there, the 
note said. 
No flare was seen on the 
train's northward journey 
from" Seattle. About 20 
passengers were aboard and 
the train arrived in Van- 
couver without incident at 
about I a.m., 45 minutes late• 
FBI spokesman Ray 
Mathis said the agency was 
invesligating. He confirmed 
that authorities kepl the 
train ,'under surveillance" 
but refused Io say how 
surveillance was main- 
lathed. 
He said respimsibilily fitr 
the train was ~urned over Io 
the RCMP at the in- 
ternational border. 
obtaining an injunction, the 
government may recall the 
legislature as early as 
Monday to see that the 
schm;ls remain open. 
The teachers, members of 
the Alberta Teachers' 
Association, went on strike 
Sept. 7, only two days after 
the public system's 67,000 
sludents had returned from 
summer .vacation• 
li was the fii'st strike by 
the c i ty ' s  public school 
teachers in 57 years. 
Crawfi~rd said the 
teachers' applicalion for the 
injunction is the firs~ 
challenge to a cabinet order 
s ince  Ihe Progressive 
Omservative g.vernmcnt of 
Premier Peter Lougheed 
was elected to .ffice in 1971. 
While teachers ilave been 
f .rced back to  work', 
Crawford said an arbitrator 
will be making binding 
recommendations to the 
part ies. 
Tim teachers' ass,ciatiun 
and labor leaders con- 
demned the cabinet's back- 
to-work order. 
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BAPTIS , 
CHURCH 
Car, Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635-$309 
~unday School 9:45 a.m. 
Nlorning Worship 11:00 
~.m. 
CHURCH 
OF 
GOD 
3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
636-1561 
Rev. R.L. White 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m, 
Rev. R.L• White 
Morning Worship 11:.00 
e.ff l .  
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
p.m.  
YOUR 
CHOICE 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
CHRIST 
LUTHERAH 
CHURCH 
Cor• Sparks St. 
& Park Ave. 
Rev. Roll Nosterud 
635.5862 
Morning Service lh00 a.m, 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School, Con. 
flrmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
,~_ •: , •:•~ ~ ',~ :~i~ ~ 
.c• •.......,•.•- ..... 
i 
.... ( Discussion• 
. .~  ~ munion for Ihe family 
'?;~' ~r A,  /~"~ Minister: 
fAF  ~ ~, Rev. Lance Stephens • 635- 
, w .=. . , . , . . . . , . , ,  
T . , , - - .~av  IEd,co.o. _Ho~,'. . . . . .  
I l l :00 am.  Family Worship 
, ":'.'~ i '. ": iServlce 
J~ l l l~  II A e i i i l  17:30 p.m. Evangl let lc  
unKI~/ IAR ~*vaf*o,, ~ e.ng 
REFORMED 
CHURCH 
Sparks St. & 
Straume ,~ve• 
Roy. S. Van Daalen 
Sunday School . Terrace 10 
a ,m.  
Sunday School Remo 1:00 
p,m. 
lhOOa.m. Worship Serv,ce 
5:00 p.m. Worship Servace 
Tues. Night 
~:30 plm. Bible Study 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
~:30 p•m. Ladies Home 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 
F:30 p.m. Youth Group 
Christian Counselling 
Emergency Welfare 
Spiritual Resources 
635.5446 or  635-2626 
SACRED 
HEART 
PARISH 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Pho0e 635-2312 i:~:' 
Sunday Masses 
6:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
11:30 a m. 
7:30 p.m. 
MENNOHITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635-3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a,m. Sunday School 
11:00 a,m. Family Worship 
Service 
ST, MATTHEW'  
ANGLICAN 
CHURCH 
4726 Lazelle Ave. 
635-9019 
Sunday Services: 10:00 
Harvest at 
standstill 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Prairie harvest has been 
brought virtually to a 
slandstill by persistent rain. 
Slalistics Canada reported 
Tbursday, 
Two weeks of dry weather 
are needed to complete the 
Mac Kryzanowski, the 
ass.cial ion's provincial 
president, said the teachers 
are "bitterly disappointed 
that the col lect ive 
barghining process has not 
been allowed It) work." 
. ilarry Kostiuk,. pRsident 
• of the Alberta Federation of. 
l,ab.r, said the action has 
made a mockery of the 
c , l l ec=ive  barga in in$  
process. 
"Once  again thcy have 
proven lhal all school boards 
need (o do is to take a 
stubborn position and wait 
f.r the g.vernment to bail 
them m.," Kosliuk said. 
But. Ellinor Townend, 
presidenz of the Alberta 
,%11.,I Trustees' 
Association, supported the 
g.vernmen= 's back-to-work 
.rder and expressed concern 
over Ihc teachers' ap- 
plicatim~ for a court in- 
juncl ion. • 
"The tmi.n has now chal- 
lenged the government on 
Ihe righl to administer their 
own ' legis lat ion after 
challenging the right of the 
sdm.l h~,ard to represent the 
parents in contr611ing public 
educm ion. 
"Taken Io its logical con- 
clusion, lhe result would be 
nnion cuntrol of education 
and COml)lete loss of control 
by parents through their 
I , ca l l ye lec ted  schoo l  
I~,artls" 
Teacher negotiaior Nick 
La..skiw said money is not the 
, central issue in the contract 
dispute. The teachers want 
tl~e hoard to eliminate split- 
grade teaching and increase 
the leacher-student ratio• 
. B.ard . f  education 
trustees, wi~u maintain that 
II~e the =eachers' demands 
infringe .n the board's 
managt.n)ent rights, say the 
b.ard's f ioa,cial  ability 
ah'eady has been taxed to tile 
l imit. 
Last wcekend, the 
~eachers w:ted 92 per cent 
against tl~e b.ard's latest 
(.'OIl I F[LCI  o f fe r .  
Public reaction to the 
cabinel ~,rder was mixed. 
On a I,cal radio talk show 
Wed.wsday =tight. some 
l nemh(?r , s  t ) f  Ihe  public said 
harvest on the grainlands of tlteg.vernment was justified 
the l~lains, the federal ' in ,rdering =he teachers 
statisti[:s agency said it;ohe" Inick becdffse ti~o education 
of a series t;f rep,rts on crop .f ytmng Ix'.ple is at stake• 
conditions across the " Others said the teachers 
country. ~sht)tdd n,t be faulted as they 
went ,n sl rike not because of 
Bad weather has reduced mune.v bul because they are 
the qualily of the annual cm~cernedwithlheqqalityof 
billionbushel grain harvest, educmi,,n. 
Modern ,  5 s lo tev ,  fits: cla,,,, ,not . t  ho ld .  C~,od I¢<at lo~ - I b lock  horn 
beach .  F.nfllish t].dv and  Stab ler  P ink.  near downtown.  ~hol~ng within 2 
blocks. 125 allrdctiveiv apl,4,inted ai l<orldi l iof l~ fooIlnl$. ~IJIK~, @~Ct@ItCV 
unils and suiles - each whh private bath, colin W amd phone. Dining 
Room and Coffee Shop• Launge wilh ~ l rn~n~nl•  ,~lltple a l~ Met, ring 
Rooms, rNive-in lobby and flee paxldng. 
1755 Davle Stl'¢el. Van¢ouv¢~r V(~G IWEI. Phoml,: 6044~1~- I f l l  collect 
Telex: 04-511S l  
With Cliil Barrows, Geo, Beverly Shea. 
Tedd smith, John hines, Myrtle Hall. Special 
guests appearing on tonighrs program: the 
Gaither Trio Subject: "The Second Coming of Christ." 
7:00 P.M, CFTK-TV o5 3/6 
Read Billy Graham's new book---Holy Spirit" available this fall. 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The that regard, had shown good 
Quebec language bill is con- judgment by not asking the :::- 
stitutional but tactless, Supreme Court for aruling •:  
impolite and drafted with an on the constitutionality of the '" 
unnecessary . element of Quebec act. ' "  
malice, a Canadian con- :": 
st itut ional  expert  sa id  "It •would be wrong to .... 
Wednesday. ~ " impose an Anglo-Saxon : 
solution on a basically ::. 
Dr. Edward McWhinney, French-Canadian com- 
. specialconsultant to he task munity," he said, " :'= 
force on Canadian unity, told He said several clauses :"  
a service club he is cod- have already been " 
vinced certain undesirable challenged in the Quebec. ": 
parts of the act would in time courts and some have been : 
be removed, upheld and others declared ' "  
He said these changes invalid• :.: 
would have to be instituted . But he added, the ira- 
by the Quebec judiciary--not per:ant thing is that sudi 
the Supreme Court of rulings came from Fren~- : 
Canada• Canadian judges rather the  ~ • : 
McWhiuney said Prime from the federal supreme 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
dispute between two 
Canadian humane groups 
hascome out into the open at 
the annual meeting of the 
Canadian Federation of 
Humane Societies here this 
week. 
The Animal Defenee 
League of Canada placed an 
advertisement i  Vancouver 
newspapers during the 
meet ing  attacking the 
federation for failing to pro- 
tee: animals. 
"The federation is just 
being used by the federal 
government and the com- 
mercial sealing and whaling 
industry," league president 
Peter J. Hyde said in an 
interview Wednesday. 
In the advertisemnt, he 
league criticized the 
federation for not going on 
record against rapping, fl~r 
Minister Pierre Trudeau, in court. 
Humane groups fighting 
not criticizing the govern- 
ment for not voting in favor 
of a whaling moratorimn, for 
not acknowledging that the 
New[headland seal hunt is 
continued 0nly for political 
reasons and for not 
blacklisting rodeos. 
"If the federation is to be 
effective in preventing 
animal suffering (the pur- 
pose for which it was 
founded), thereby justifying 
its existence, it must reflect 
the wishes of the majority of 
people who belong to it," the 
advertisement said. 
Federat ion executive 
director Neal Jotham said it 
was irresponsible for the 
league to place the ad- 
vertisement a the end of the 
annual meeting, adding that 
the statement in the ad that 
to million animals trapped 
and snared die in agony 
annually is untrue. 
Vacancies down 10 percent 
OTTAWA (CP} .... The m.nths was 43,200, a 15-per- 
number of available jobs in cent increase from 37,500 in 
the threemonths to Aug. 31 the preceding period. 
dropped by l0 per cent from Nationally, there were : 
the comparable yem•-earlier 892,000 people jobless in 
period to 48,200, Statistics August , or B.b per cent of the . : 
Canada reported Thursday. country's work force. 
For every 1,000 existing 
Despite the year-over-year jobs, there were five jobs 
decline in the average vacant in the latest three "' 
number of full-and part-time months across the country. 
jobs, the latest figures show Provincially, Alberta had 
a 14-per-cenl increase in joL) tile highest vacancy rate, 
openings frm the preceding with l l  per 1,000, while in : 
three-month period. Newfoundland there were 
Tbe number of full-time only two job openings for. 
jobs open in the latest three every 1,000 jobs. 
• 
Two year pact ratif ied -i 
KAMLOOPS,  B.C. (CP) - -  : 
Carihto College council and .. 
h)eal 900 of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees ' '  
have rat ified a new two-year - - 
COd:tact, ending a one . . . . . .  
month lockout of the col- '.". 
lege's 73 non.teaching em . . . . . .  
ployees and a closure of the ' 
college which began Men- . ::: 
day. - - .  
Council chairman Don .:. 
Murray said the settlement, -.. 
reached Wednesday at the 
ministry of labor offices in 
Vancouver, included con. 
traeting out and employee 
tenure. 
"All of management's 
rights remain unchanged or 
were dropped," he said, : 
Murray said the wage : :  
• issue was not resolved and ::  
tile tWO sides have agreed to ! -: 
submit the matter to binding "~. 
arbitration. - - 
The new contract is retro- : ~: 
active to June 30, 1977, i : 
Classes at the college re- : :', 
sumed Thursday• : =-i 
On Monday, the college ::~'. 
council announced a one- : :  
week  closure because of 
disruptions caused by the 
dispute after faculty 
members withdrew their 
services. 
There are about 2,000 
students and 100 faculty 
members at the college. 
T~ I~sl facn~us I,'stfl m t~ Oodd" 
It's time to call your 
Weh'ome Wagon hostess. 
Lynn Htckmin. 639.11427 
Lois Mohnif,ger • 635-$309 
# 
dh;as!e: t.'."u ,,~ T~,bas, Some were buried in single 
!'.,.'-t,..:~,.,-i t,, ~ ,;~e worst graves, others in long, 
• 'i, rthqu~:.e u~ hmn this shallow pits dug by balld- 
ccnturv, zoers . in a makeshift 
5lure thao '3 ,~,,~ quake cemetery on the outskirts of 
• . , i c [ i : : ,~  !iav~- i',,;~v been the town. 
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c,' ~:: ,.c!,:.i~::~ ~,~: Fr,utks on buns• Baked 
t 
[ .:<:. /-,-':!:,~;: !~m~totumyour back on these 
i : :.: i:: ;'.,,.:'~ • c,!:c= ~:: you'~e on a diet. With today's 
~, , , ,  .~.~t,  -c,.~-~.<xt Plan, you can en oy 
..... =,:':- ..... '~t.~.!~ a .  Desserts, tee. 
i~: "~("~ r : ~ ?'h~/:~ht Watchers meeting you'll 
i(.<::~: -vc.r?dfinq Y0}' y~eocl to know,about losing 
v ,~i:!h~ ,-c~d h~m0' i t  off. So come to a mee~g 
?:,d ~,-.~:.~ ~,,~,ad of w,:-tl]~mg out on many of the 
?o~,,i:~ -,'-a, i.ve you c~-m sit down and eat them, 
~ ~; ~:~ ,~'P~7~/'_~4 ~ ~'= ~" Losing weight never 
T]]e Atzt h or i [~,¢ 
~,~-) 't'C,i: .t!E i•FH5 ..'? <)SE TO L O,~I,NG WEIGHT 
;~:n~t United Church 
~'~ l,~:~i~e Tuesday 7:00 p .m.  
• "v./..,].,¢ ~..*,1,, , ,,:, .,, .~ -,_ ~ *'.~ .:~*., b' i~e ,t%l s'e~,,d ,la~eertaml 
Q ak [ I u e tA ll 9,000 GENEROSITY Teachers-return NEV S IN BRIEF ASTOUNDING ;but for how long 
mmm:;ssgraves~odayinthe VANCOUVER(CP)--The she get $2,014,000 in in- " ":.:. 
FOR SCHOOL ATHLETES. 
Busy weekend, on tap 
With ghed in session once 
again, tim ~ehools in the area 
are wut i~ no time getting 
their athletic programs 
unda" walt, with volleyball 
and mecl tournaments, as 
am a egoss-country race 
a,1 Itlg'ting tomorrow 
morning at 10:00 a.m. 
The Ioaeer tournament 
get~ under way at 10:0o 
a.m. at 8keena Secondary 
School, with teams from 
Terrae~, Kitimat, Prinee 
Rupert, Aiyansh, and 
Hmeltun competing. 
Senior Girls' volleyball 
also begins at 10:00 a.m. 
tomorrow, the games b~ing 
held at the Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School volleyball 
courts. The weliminary 
round-robin games will go 
throughout the morning, and 
the teams will compete for 
the top prizes during the 
afternoon. 
The Senior Boys' 
volleyball tournament will 
follow the same format as 
the Senior Girls', and the 
games wi l l  be held at 
Thornhill Junior Secondary 
School, also beginning at 
t0:00 a.m. The same schools 
competing in the soccer 
tournament will also be 
sending both girls and boys 
volleyball teams. 
To top everything off ,  
Caledonia will be holding 
cross-country aces. These 
will also commence at 10:00 
a.m., with the girls running 
over a 2.4 mile course. At 
10:30, it's the boys turn, and 
they will be. covering a 
slightly longer 3.5 mile 
course. Beginning at 11:10 
a.m., a special open cross- 
country race will be held. 
This event is open to anyone 
who wishes to compete. The 
COMBINES TWO CAREERS 
course will be the same u 
the one used for the boy=, 
and prospective ¢ompetitonl 
can obtain further in- 
formation by phoning 635- 
6531, and asking for .,~, 
Cameron. 
Skeena Jr. Secondary 
School volleyball pla'¥~'| 
won't be idle on the weekmd. 
Their teams are sohed~ 
to travel to Kitimat for a 
volleyball playday at Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary.scb~. 
All in all, it .looks likes busy 
weekend for school athletes 
in the Terrace area. 
Hoop star becomes actor 
FAST RUTHERFORD, "When the movie comes friends in the movie and he have a very large part," 
N.J. (AP)- -Bernard King out in February, l 'm recruits me to play for him," King said. "I have the 
didn't win the roolde-of-the- changing my phone num- King related. "I help him by second largest part in the 
year award and he's not ber," King kidded. "I don't bringing my friends from movie. But one neverknows 
likely to take home an want to hearthe criticism." New York." what will happen in the 
Academy Award, but the The story line of Fast King, often his toughest'cutting ro~m. I think i have 
New Jersey Nets forward is Break centres around critic on the basketball f oor~ some type of talent in the 
proving himself quite an Kaplan, who after years in was pleased with his debut field, it gives me great e~- 
entertainer, nonetheless, thedelicatessenbusinesshas on the silver screen, joyment." 
"I was very fortunate to King, who averaged 24.2 a burning desire to coach 
points in his first National basketball. He writes to 
Basketbal l  Association more than tO0 colleges and 
asason, spent he summer on finally lands a job with a 
the lot of Regal Productions school in Nevada which is 
in Hollywoed fllming his first just starting a basketball 
movie,-Fast Break, with program. 
Gabriel Kapinn. "Gahe and I are long-time 
W ere's Moncton 
"I'm confident I can make 
the team but I still worry a 
lot that I won't. Some days I
get down psychologically. I 
think about Moneton and the 
money involved. I find it 
hard to get it out of my 
mind." 
One Leafs newcomer who 
appears likely to avoid the 
trip to Moncton is goalie 
Paul Harrison, acquired in a 
trade from Minnesota North 
Stars during the summer. 
After just two days of the 
Leafs' training camp, the 23- 
year-old, 6-foot-I goalie is 
earning praise from Toronto 
goalie coach Johnny Bower. 
"He's very competitive," 
said Bower. "He stands up 
well, he's always con- 
centrating." 
Harrison became ex- 
pendable at Minnesota fter 
the North Stars merged with 
Cleveland Barons and found 
themselves with a surplus of 
players. 
The native of Timmins, 
Ont., is competing with five 
others for the backup role 
behind Leafs' No. I net- 
minder, Mike Palmatcer. 
The others are Pierre 
Hamel, Robert Dupuis, 
Svend Green, Bob Parent 
and Al MacSorley. 
Harrison, hopes he can 
stay with the Leafs and 
improve his play under the 
coaching of Bower. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  It used'  
to be that the mention of 
places like Rochester, Tulsa 
or Dallas induced many a 
TorontO Maple Leafs roolde 
or journeyman to break out 
with anything from a minor 
tremble to a cold sweat. 
Now, the mention of 
Monctoh has an even more 
pronounced effect. 
"Moncton, oh gawd," says 
leafs forward Ron Wilson. 
"I just don't want to end up 
there. 
"I was in Dallas last year 
end that was a nice town. It 
was like a big country club 
and you could golf any time 
you wanted to. A lot of 
players think., about going 
there. What is there tore in 
Moncton?" 
Moncton, N.B., is the site 
of the Leafs' new farm 
team-- New Brunswick 
Hawks of the American 
Hockey League. Most of the 
players who fail to earn a ~k en the Leafs' National ey League roster will 
lllmly end up in Moncton. 
Jblm Anderson, a forward 
who also spent most of last 
season 'at Leafs' former 
farm dub in Dallas, is 
another who hopes he can 
escape a trip to Moneton. 
I d be almost heart 
broken ff I was sent to the 
minors aguin," said Ap- 
ders=t, a flrsrround draft 
choice two ymrs ago. 
WhereWestemers win all-ways ~ [,", i 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation ..~ [~ 
relK  a • 
a price makes. 
See for yourself at 
i TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 HW 16 Terrace, B ¢ VIIG 11.11 
• 638 8171 y" Dealer Licence 020MA 
i HO~.~ Test drive a Hon~_ _ ~.__i 
You candoit! 
You can build 
perm. anent , 
smn  
rote walls, f loors .. 
and ceilings. 
Pickup ..,ese 
tree booklets on 
STYROFOAM* SM 
5Bnd imuladon 
atyour local 
dealerand see 
howea , itisto 
cut the hi2hcost 
of home I[eadng! 
r 0 o  0 o  Q,~. . ,  1 
EXCELLENT 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
i OLEANITIZlN6 
i* Fer hvedment Informahon 
i I OALL Oalpry 246-0444 : 
er Wriie Box 4614 " 
~, ' Oalpry, Alberla 
06~'~£9 j 
L I,,.. 
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T' 
with Chri s Porter 
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Sail 
the Inside Passage 
to Vancouver! 
Effective October 2, 1978 through May, 1979, the Queen of Pdnce 
Rupert makes her southern terminus at Tsawwassen Terminal. 
Round-trip sailings from Prince Rupert to Vancouver operate .twice 
weekly, with en mute stops at Bella Bella/Ocean Falls and Kelsey, Bay. 
This exciting off-season cruise is almost 1600 km (1000 miles) r()und- 
trip and takes approximately 35 hours each way. 
Leave 
Prince Rupert 
Bella Bella 
Kelsey Bay 
Southbound/Tuesdays 
From Prince Rupert 
Arrive 
Tue. 10:30 pm Bella Bella Wed. i0:00 am 
Wed. 10:30 am Kelsey Bay Wed. 8:00 pm 
Wed. 9:00 pm Tsawwassen Thu. 6:30 am 
Leave 
Tsa~vassen 
K~lsey Bay 
Ocean Falls 
Leave 
Prince Rupert 
Ocean Falls 
Kelsey Bay 
Northbound/Thursdays 
From Vancouver (Tsawwassen Terminal) 
Arrive 
Thu. 8:00 pm Kelsey Bay 
Fri. 7:30 am Ocean Falls 
Fri: 6:30 pm Prince Rupert 
Southbound/Saturdays 
From Prince Rupert 
Arrive 
Sat. 10:00 am Ocean Falls Sat. 10:30 pm 
Sat. 11:00 pm Kelsey Bay Sun. 9:30 am1 
Sun. 10:00 am Tsawwassen Sun, 7:30 pm 
Fri. 7:C.,D am 
Fri. 6:00 ',pro 
Sat. 7:00 ~am 
Leave 
Tsawwassen 
Kelsey Bay 
Bella Bella 
NorthboId/Mondays 
From Vancouver (Tsawwassen Terminal) 
Arrive 
Men. 9:30 am Kelsey Bay Men. 7:00 pm 
Men. 8:00 pm Bella Bella Tue. 6:00 am 
Tue. 7:00 am Prince Rupert Tue. 6:00 pm 
Book Now and Savoi 
Off-season fares will be in effect. "Sail 'n Save" excursion fares, with 
20% reductions on pre-paid round-trips are also available through the 
off-season period. Offer applies to drivers, passenger vehicles and 
passengers. Fare is valid up to 60 days from date of departure. Book- 
ings must be made 30 days in advance and ticket purchased 14 days 
prior to sailing date. A variety of exciting new "Saving Season" tour 
packages featuring a number of optional excursions is also available. 
For colourful Queen of Prince Rupert brochure and details on package 
tours write... 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
FERRY CORI RATION 
818 Bmughton St., Victoria, B.C., V8W 1E4 
KELSEY BAY 
BELLA BELLA 
For information phone 
VANCOUVER 669-1211 
282-3351 PRINCE RUPERT 
957-2244 OCEAN FALLS 
824-0627 
289-7700 
i" 
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All listings subject to change without notice. 
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FRIDA' II- 5 p.m. to midnight 
+j 
J 
7 "  ;:00 15
. :30 
: 45 
i 
: 15 
:30 
:45 
i 
!11+o 145 
145 
| m :liB, )4s 
Sl iTURDAIi' 
~l l  KING 
(NBC) 
Carol Burnett 
News 
Iseattle Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Waverly 
Wonders 
Who's 
Watching Kids 
Rockford 
Files 
E. Capra 
Mysteries 
News 
Tonight Show 
. . . .  
:00 Variety Hour 
:15 
:30 
:45 
'=~ II • ~aseball Pre- 
Game 
i~  Malor League• 
i! I ;45 ,'l Baseball ' 
:00 
:15 
, 
i I 
:15 
:30 
I~ I :45 
mE 
2 110~5 ",]'his Week in 
E~aseball 
:30 Great Amer. 
:4'5 Game 
, J  
~1 ;, 45 Movie 
i 
i Scarum' 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
C.H.I.P.S. 
T.B.A. 
All in 
the Family 
Front Page 
Challenge 
Tommy 
Hunter 
T.B.A. 
National 
Night Final 
u l  
Koiak 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
6 Million Dollar 
Man 
New's Hou'r 
A'not her 
Day 
Circus 
Danny & 
Marie 
Movie 
'Bad News 
!Bears' 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
Lale Show 
'Hat ler Fox' 
Saturday 
Morning 
Quiz Kids 
George 
Kidstuff 
,~ o i l  
Show Biz 
T.B.A. 
!100 Huntley 
St reet 
Kum 
Kum 
Death 
Valley Days 
Horse 
Race 
/~cG0wan and 
Co. 
Discover 
The w~,: ~Y;+;; 
i ,, . i  i 
J o u r t t a l  In .  
te rna  hon(3  I 
K idd ies  on 
Kamera 
AII '"S I a r  
Wrestling 
Wide World' of' 
Spot'ls 
i 
4Pl KCTS 
1 (PBS) 
Mr. Rogers 
Electr ic Co. 
Growing . 
Years 
Over  Eas.v 
Mac NelI.Lehrer 
Crocket's 
Garden 
Washington Wk. 
Wall St, Wk, 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Bernstein 
Conducts 
Dick Cavett 
Life' Around Us 
Movie 
'Pit & the 
I Pendulum' 
11) a,m. to 5 p,m. 
Sesame Street 
Inner Tennis 
What's Cooking? 
Cinematic Eye 
'Torment' 
I~alnt Along 
Tutankhamun's 
Egypt 
i i 
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® 
COMMERCIAL 
The Durable, All-Purpose Sweeper 
/ 
Just another commercial sweeper. No way, there isn't another floor and . I  t ~l 
carpet sweeper madethat cleans likethe Hoky 24S. We guarantee it. Pick up 
sand, dirt, broken glass, cigarettes from nearly any type of floor surface. Is 
the Noky 24S durable? You bet. Wheels, axles and corner brushes are built in 
sub-assembly, That makes the 
Hoky 245 the world's on ly  s31 .+ .  . , , , , .r  b,,,, ,,oo. .n, .+-  • 9 ,5  
SWeeper. And Its all.steel body 
stands up to the toughest punish- 
men,.. ................................. o" 
IIglIIgglgIglgllglIgglIgIIgggIIIllgIggIIIIIlIIIIIIIIgIlllllgS 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd, 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
II MII[II XC 
(/1/k/" 
• NEW CHAMPION 
He's sitting pretty 
NEW YORK tAP) -- tle's "At first I didn't know • hanging around fight gyms 
22 yearsold, white, the light what was happening," when he was three. "I 
heavyweight  boxing started fighting at 15." 
champion of the world. He turned professional in 
Mike Rossman, who with 1973 as a middleweight and 
Muhammad All and grew into the 175-pound class 
featherweight champ Danny two years later. After losing 
Lopez are the only U.S.-born a decision to Tony Licata on 
world title holders, is sitting June 12, 1976, Rossman won 
pretty, eight fights in a raw before 
"Yeah, I can see the being stopped by Alvaro 
chance for big money," the (Yaqui) Lopez on March 3, 
newly crowned champion 1978. 
from Turnersville, N.J., said That loss turned out to be 
with a broad smile. "But l'm the best thing for Rossman. 
not going to lose my head. "I learned a big lesson in 
I'm going to take my time that fight," he said. "I knew 
abuut it." I bad to be in my best shape 
Time is bne of many things whenever I went into the 
Rossman has going for him ring. After that I scored two 
since he gained the World fast knockouts, stayed in 
Boxing Association light shape and waited for my 
heavyweight title by stop- chance. When I got it, I was 
ping Victor Galindez of ready." 
Argentina on Sept. 15 in the Rossman, the underdog 
main preliminary to the against the bullish Galindez, 
Muhammad All-Leon Spinks traded punches with the 
rematch. Argantinian in the early 
Rossman said, thinking back 
to that moment in New 
Orleans; 55 seconds into the 
13th round, when the referee 
stopped the fight. "I didn't 
know why he was pulling me 
off. And then I realized I had 
won. I was champion. It was 
a great feeling--a dream." 
Rossman is a young man 
on the verge of making big 
money. He received $40,000 
for the Galindez fight; the 
next time he steps into the 
ring he  Could receive 10 
times that amount, or more. 
Being Jewish doesn't hurt, 
either. Rossman has a Star 
of David embroidered onhis 
boxing trunks and another 
tattooed on his leg. From his 
neck hang two medallions--a 
pair of boxing gloves and the 
Hebrew word Chat, meaning 
life. 
Rossman says he started 
Ali apologizes. 
CHICAGO (AP) Heavy remarks Certain people offends a whole nationality 
weight champion Muham- 
mad All issued a statement 
from his Chicago office on 
Thursday which, in effect, 
amounted to an apology for 
referring to New Orleans 
promoters Philip Ciaccio 
and Jakc DiMaggio as 
"them white dagoes," 
The statement read: "Last 
Monday at a press con- 
ference in New Orleans, I 
made certain unfortunate 
whom I regarded as my 
friends gave me a distorted 
version of events which so 
enraged me that I made 
unthinking, angry ~'emarks. 
"I never met Mr. Ciaccio 
or Mr. DiMaggio of 
Louisiana Sports, and hold 
no personal animosity 
against them. But even if 
they are wrong, I should not 
have called them a name, 
particularly a name which 
of people. 
Ciaccio and DiMaggio had 
filed a $1 million suit which 
All branded as racist. The 
suit was dropped last Sund~y 
after Sherman Copelin and 
Don Hubbard of Louisiana 
Sports Inc. returned $200,000 
in corporate funds and 
former Top Rank Inc. 
executive Butch Lewis re- 
turned a $25,000 advance. 
Notice 
WOOLWORTH 
TERRACE 
Will be closed Monday, September 25, 1978 
{or renovations. 
We will re-open at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday, 
September 26, 1978. 
Watch for our 99th Anniversary Flyer 
and Renovation Sale in Tuesdays Advertiser. 
SEPTEMBER 20 
SERIES NO. l TICKET NUMBER 
If the last five, four or three digits on your ticl~et are identical to and in 
the same order as these winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible 
to win the corresponding prize. 
last 5 digits WIN $1,000 
last 4 digits WIN $100 
last 3 digits WIN $25 
NOTE: Twenty-five dollar ($25) winners may claim their wmnings by 
presenting their ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce only in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba 
and the Yukon 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and the official winning 
numbers list as certified by the auditors of the Foundation, the latter 
shall prevail• 
FINAL ENCORE DRAW SEPTEMBER 27, 1978 
Mail your entries to: Expross Encore Craw 
P.O. Box 300 Stn. T 
Calgary, Albf. T2H 2K9 
rounds of •their fight. Most 
observers thought Galindez 
would wear down his op, 
pnnent, but Rossman's 
training paid off and by the 
10th round it was'clear that 
he was the fresher fighter. 
After that, the only question 
was whether Galindez would 
be able to go the distance. He 
didn't. 
Rossman, who has a 35-4-3 
record with 22 knockouts, 
says he's still growing. When 
asked if he'd like to fight as a 
heavyweight, he smiled and 
said: "We'll see what 
happens The money is in the 
heavyweghts, but you can t 
build yourself up. It has to 
come naturally." 
Pirates 
.are hot 
The ASsociated Press 
It is clear as the baseball 
pennant races thunder down 
the stretch that at least one 
of them is entirely likely to 
stretch to the season's final 
weekend. That would be the 
National League East where 
Pittsburgh Pirates are 
trying to squirm past 
Philadelphia. 
Barring a total collapse bY 
either team--some fans will 
tell you that the PhiUies are 
in one ulready--the issue 
probably won't be settled 
until next weekend when the 
Pirates play host to 
Philadelphia for the final 
four games of the regular 
season. 
The intriguing part of that 
schedule is that there could 
be considerably more on the 
line in those four games than 
merely a division race. 
From an individual stand- 
point, many other honors are 
at stake. 
If the Pirates win the Na- 
tional League East, they 
would have a good chance at 
sweeping some of the 
league's top awards. 
With a division flag flying 
over Pittsburgh, Dave 
Parker, bidding for a second 
straight batting cham- 
pianship, could win the Most 
Valuable Player title. Kent 
Tekulve, with more than 30 
saves, would be a strong 
candidate for the Cy Young 
Award. Pitcher Don 
Robinson might make a run 
at Rookie of the Year honors. 
And it would be tough to deny 
Manager of the Year laurels 
to Chuck Tanner, who has 
directed this team through 
two remarkable comebacks 
this season. 
But if the Phinies 
somehow hang on to win the 
division--one observer 
suggested that to do that 
they'll need a five-game l ad 
going into that final four- 
game series--the, individual 
awards could go elsewhere. 
Larry Bowa of the Phillies 
and Reggie Smith of Los 
Angeles Dodgers would be 
stiff MVP competition for 
Parker. Bert Hooton of the 
Dodgers, J.R.Richard of 
Houston, San Diego's 
Gaylord Perry and Phil 
Niekro f Atlanta would have 
the Cy Young edge on 
Tekulve. Atlanta's +Bob 
Horner would become the 
favorite in the NL rookie 
balloting, ifhe's not already, 
and San Francisco pilot Joe 
Aitobelli would probably win 
the Manager of the Year 
award. 
So that four-game set be- 
comes crucial on two levels 
and, ordinarily, that kind of 
showdown would pack the 
ballpark. You can be sure if 
the teams were playing in 
Philadelphia's Veteran's 
Stadium, the joint would be 
jumping. But the Pirates' 
advance sale for the series 
has been only so-so and the 
front office is expecting 
crowds of around 30,000 for 
each of the dates, 
Pittsburgh fan apathy for 
the first half of the season 
was understandable. The 
Pirates were, themselves, 
apathetic, wandering along 
in the middle of the NL East 
race until August 12, when 
they found themselves at 
their lowest ebb, lit= games 
off Pifiladelphia's pace. 
That's when the Pirates 
took off on a 23-3 binge which 
took them to within one-half 
game of the Phillies on Sepl. 
6. They had wiped out 11 
games worth of their deficit 
in three weeks in what 
Tanner said at the time 
might have been the greatest 
comeback in baseball 
history because of how. 
quickly it occurred. 
Then they slid back to five 
games behind again and it 
seemed that the Phillies had 
recovered control, just in 
time. But yuu can't sell this 
Philadelphia club sht~rt when 
it comes to being able to 
create a crisis. The Phillles 
are past masters at tl~e art, 
, . .  f I 
t 
Terrace's  Peter Crowder  shows off what  may be 
the dream of televis ion lovers throughout  
isolated northern areas. 
, North may be new 
TV watchers heaven 
It was Horace Greeley by the satellites. After the a station in Atlanta, totalling more than nine 
who said, "go West, signals have been Georgia to the  French million dollars, however, 
young man go West", received it is a relatively C B C n e t w o r k much may depend on the 
while he himself stayed simply technicalproblem programming originating results of a demon- 
East and made a fortune, to transmit them either in Montreal. stration which they will 
Perhaps the slogan today by cable or a small The satellites, one of make before the CRTC in 
should be, "go North transmitter, which is Canadian owned, October in Vancouver. 
young man and watch " I t  TV," Cost of the TVRO unit is are placed in orbit nearly is also highly 
approximately $30,000 or  24,000 miles out into possible that we will be 
The day may not be less than one month's space. This means that giving a demonstration to 
long in coming when rental fee for a they are synchronized members of parliament 
vil lages such as microwave connection with the earth's motion in Victoria and perhaps in 
Telegraph Creek, which between Vancouver and and so for practical Ottawa." Crowder said. 
currently is truly a TV 
wasteland as they receive 
Terrace to carry one purposes are stationary The first TVRO has 
no TV whatever, will be station, and can be used 24 hours already been sold and is 
able to pick up 17 or more At a demonstrat ion a day. currently being installed. 
channels from the big held Wednesday in the The signal received by Although Crowder would 
bird in the sky. parking lot adjacent to the TVRO is crystal clear not say who the customer 
"Bird" is what the CFTK television, Peter when gathered in by the was, "since it is their 
communications experts Crowder, pres ident  of.. unit. ' business, if, and when, 
call the orbiting sate|!ites C r o w d e r c o m - Crowder explained that they choose to an- 
which are used to receive munications hooked up a there is no technical nounce," but he did in- 
lind transmit television portable TVRO and reason why cable corn- dicate that the sale was to 
silPmls to all parts of displayed the unit 's panics could not use his an industrial town in 
North America. versatility by showing the equipment r ight now, northern B.C. 
Thanks to Crowder assembled group some 36 however since they are The communications 
Communicat ions  of different channels all of licensed by the CRTC company has on hand 
Terrace,  remote corn- which use the services of there could be some risk thirty applications for 
mtmiUes as well as large one of the three satellites of losing a cablelicense if installation of a TVRO 
centret  are able to currently in place above they went ahead without and the natives in 
purehue  a Television the earth, approval. Telegraph Creek have 
: Receive-Only (TVRO) The audience watched C r o w d e r C o m - begun a fund drive to 
earthstatien, andtapinto segments of everything munications currently buy their very own 30 
the signals being emitted from Gilligan's Island on have bids out for projects channels. , 
Mixed reaction to surplus 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- finance critic, accused the sibility to local school shameful and the govern- 
Politicians, labor and government of building up beards, nient "shouldn't be taking 
business' leaders have its bankroll "on the backs of Conservative leader Vic money ou! of the economy, 
varying opinions on the the local taxpayer." Stephens said the surplus they should be putting it 
$1~.S million surplus for the If the surplus "had not shows the people have been hack in." 
last fiscal year revealed by been stashed away for over taxed .  Wol fe 's  "lthink it's ~sgraceful at 
statement that it resulted this period when the Finance Minister Evan propaganda purposes by the from good mvne~' man- economy is in poor shape 
Wolfe and some expect it's a government, some 10,000 
prelude to an election call. jobs could have been created agement wasnonsense, thai we have this type of 
In Victoria, the politicians by that money moving in the Creating a surplus surplus." 
said Wednesday that the economy," he said. "doesn't take a genius, just a Bill Hamilton, president of 
figures show British Columbiansareovertaxedor Stupich said the surplus heavy hand with taxes." the Employers' Council of Liberal leader Gordon B.C., said the government 
the Social Credit govern- occurred partly because the Gibson said the surplus is controlled expenditures well 
ment is incompetent at government shifted a large either a deliberate tactic He said no major tax cuts 
budgeting, portion of education costs prior toan election calm by arencededatthistimeanda 
Dave Stupich, NDP from provincial respon- the Social Credit party or $140 million surplus in a $4 
', incompetence in estimating billion budget is very close to Most respons'"iDl revenue,,obviouslyand expenditure, a b lancedthey  ar  DonLanskail,budget' president o f '  e building up a bankroll for an the Council of Forest In- 
" election next spring." duslries, said he hoped some Stevens aid he thought the stud  s t a t e s  eleetion eall would come this of the surplus would be 
s e x  - , - :  ,,,, and the Social Credit channelled into forest 
party "will have all the managemenl programs. 
OTrAWA(CP)--Arecent generation gap in sexual public relations behind tbem "I really hope some of that 
student study about sexual values is shown sineealmust and be able to spend St money is used for 
L and contraceptive attitudes all the young women million on $~8nb)campaign" management and tree shows many do not engage in believed their parents would to push the surplus, planting programs but we've premarital sex in- disapprove of premarital George Johnson, president always favored a balanced diseriminately, intercourse." of the B.C. Federation of budget so lsupposea surplus Data obtained from 106 Thuse sampled who had Labor..aid the surplus was is  even better." 
girls in two southern Ontario not experienced premarital . . . . . . . .  , 
high schools and 447 women sex said they were not up- l r ~ ~  
from two Ontario univer- posed to having sex but that "1[ ~~J~, .~u l  IL)ay$ slues and three community they were not ready to VI/ ll colleges, was made public by engage in it, the study said. 
unversity researchers in the "The reason given most 
July.Augt~t issue of the often by the high school 
Canadian Journal of Public females (32 per cent) was 
Health. they had not met a person 
The schools were not with whom they wanted to 
named, have intercourse." 
Three quarters of the The second most common 
students ampled said they reason given by the high 
'approved of iremarital sex school girls and the most 
ff they felt a strong affection common given by the older 
for their partners; only five women was they did not feel 
per eent appreved of sex in a ready to have premarital 
cammi relationship in which sex, the study said. 
they did not feel a strong Most women sampled gave 
affection, the study said. strong support for birth 
However, it was em- control, but many did not use [ 
phasized that since the a contraceptive device at TERRACE HOtlDAsALES 
I samples were chosen in a first sexual experience, the ~ ,  4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. VOGILO 
ransom manner, they are study showed. 63e.0171 { 
not necessarily repre- .Thirty-flvepercent of high ~l J  Dealer L,.=m.,~ : umbe, U4066A I 
sentative of Canadian youth. SCh(KII sludents did not use a todd. 
But, the study said, % contraceptive. _ ]H[OmD~L Testdti~a,Honda ._j | 
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Troubled airline, bought 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
.qan says AirWest Airlines 
Ltd. has been sold to a group 
of British Columbia and 
Alberta businessmen for 
between $4 million and $8 
million. 
The agreement is subject 
to the new group of owners 
getting acommercial licence 
from the air transport 
committee of the Canadian 
transport commission. The 
commission is expected to 
rule on the application ext 
month. 
To operate an airline in 
Canada, acompany must get 
two licences. 
The one issued by the com- 
mission involves uch issues 
as how vital is the servicethe 
company is providing, the 
necessity of its service and 
the economic viability of the 
company providing the 
service. 
Transport Canada 
provides the operational 
licence dealir.g with such 
matters as whether an 
airline is meeting safety and 
operational requirements. 
Daryl Smith, regional 
comptroller of civil aviation 
of Transizirt Canada in Van- 
cuuver, said AirWeet "last 
week, as a mater of course, 
was subjected to an audit 
which is part . f  our mxmal 
rouline and which all air 
carriers in this country are 
~ubjeeted to." 
"AirWest, according to 
that review, was found to be: 
complying with all the 
various pteces of legislation 
Notice 
WOOLWORTH 
TERRACE 
Will be closed Monday, September 25, 1978 
for renova tions~ 
We will re.open at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday, 
September 26, 1978. 
Watch for our 99th Anniversary Flyer 
and Renovation Sale in Tuesdays Advertiser. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
i 
If you oould use an extra SR),,~IH,J|00 
of extra earnJnp in your spare time 
Be a Fullerette 
No experience is required. 
Enjoy this pleasant way to earn additional 
income in the hours you choose. 
FOR DETAILS  CALL: JOAN PETRE 
638-8392 !1o.49-4625 Graham 
The House of Fuller 
BONDED INSURED 
PHILLIPS JANITORIAL 
RESIDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL 
FREE ESTIMATES 
All Types of Clean!ng 
C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction 
R.N.2 N. EBY, UEN IqqlILUII~ 
I TERRACE' 8.C. ~ Tel. 635-34,% 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
CANAVENTURE 
MERCURY ,hoatsl 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) 
' Hours: Men. - Sat. 8.t 
Dealer LIcence 
4946 lreig Number 02013A 
YAMAHA 
.6 -m9 
SKEEHA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,,. 
Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.I NDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
• . Hours: Man.. Sat. 0.i 
................ -7417 636 4946 Greig Avlmoe Phone 055.7417 
i 
Terra0e EleotronJe Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
warrenty Del~t for :. 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN. - SAT. 0 a.m. - S p.m. 
4908 Graham 163S-4543 
f 
K ITCHEN CABINETS O VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
O MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
869.5TH AVENUE 
PR INCE GEORGE. B.C.  V2L  3K5  
BUS. 564 .1488 
R~S. 562-2281 
OOD 
EN 
BINETS 
(NORTHERN) Lm, 
F..R E E ESTIMATES 
BANQUETS PAR 1"1ES  
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle Disco 
B. POLICHEK 
PHONE 635 .5683 
j .  Y. PAUL. 
PHONE 635-9252 
CHARTER: 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at 
Lakelse Lake. 
Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTE RS 
Phone 790-2267 
at WaterLily Bay Resort 
i 
cownucT~N Ul~ 
Reacty-Mix 635-3936 
00NORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE. 
TERRACE,  D.C. 
, OUSTOM CONCRETE PROD, 
Sandp Gravel, Drain Rock 
i 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603-0 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VBG 1V5 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture - Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair • Van Conversion Accessories- R.V. Supplies - 
Boattopplng & Hardware . Vinyl Car Tops 
Headliners - Tonneao Covers- Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
recovered in original corer and material, front & back 
$225 • Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
Yel lm~he~l Fire JRreteetEam and 
PRP,'AI t IN%|SIIGAWOR 
4635 LAZELLE' AVENUE 
TERRACE O C 
VOG 3N5 
PHONE L604! 635.3863 
OR t604~ 635.38,61 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
I 
I 
,~.~:' i I 
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Treat  the  Pa la te ,  the  Eyes  :""  '""'" '~ '''''~ ,,,m,y +,, . yom' Imtlnroon)L (Ioti't ov(,r- 
Servi.g (lish('s ;in:cl plat- c,t)n)fi(l('n:c'(' to hoth t)ovic'(' h,,)k th(' :.;.)y :~(Iv;,,tag,'s 
• t(,rs oft(,i) (]oil't g('t the at- ;lit(| ~(mrm(,I. of woo(I. 
t(,ntiol) th(,y (|c.s('rv(', Co.r -  O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O  1 
' ,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,, ++,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,- • oouo. , .  • .. l)h  (Ii):(' with their ( y('s ;is 
wcll ,s with th('+r taste 3 1 4  !~ cHANNEL  " "+ "*m-m'"~O "" 
Imds. y(,l n,m.y :, kilchcn ~ ~]~. -~ REALTY : •':::'+ 
cal)ill('l off('rs IlOt]lil)g l ) . t  I ::: 
• +, ft'w p1:,tt,'rs mid , : : i s - I ~  LTD. 
, .atcl . 'd h.wls. 
IF yo , r  m,rvi,g l)i('c('s 1 632-4721 ,,,;!:!. 
hi(,('(! r(,fn0rl)is])i.g, co.si(l- 
cr ;I l it lh' whilllS('y I,%'11('1). 
)'1)11 dll]ll).~(,; li l lt (,v{,rylhiin~ : .  • ..: 
I I : l .N !0  I )1 '  ; I  .~Pr imn.N wP I l -  l l "  ~ 
ann( l - lwc .  I t ; i v .  I)<ml)h' dlfly OAVE SERRY 
t:ook - al|(] - s(,rv(, I)i('c(',~ I 632.4426 
('o,,,' i,) a variety of i,,:- OFFICIAL BLOCK BReD, ASSOCIATE DEALERS .:~ i
a~i.al ivc ; i .d attractive : Kff.IMAT 
st,,,,),.s. A -12  V is ta  VIlIP" ~ ,  ~14,500 • ,~ 
l+aki,,~ disl.'s .r,, m,,hl- : 93  Part,"dk'~'VJO0 • i'::": 
. .~+,+~!, ~< ('l,i,'k,',, )r d,w~. Pilh(,r i,) 76 r oo  • :+:": 
, while gl;tzt, m.'(,llwar(. ,)r i:) "~, O '  '+:.-+ 
'+, :+")+ :+: +,  .: p,,.,,,.+ ,.rr,, ,.,,.,, t,,,tt~;,>'. 83  Swa lk  . - S¢~+,500 
','.'>, ..~+' ,,+: '~  Vc~uta|)h'.s ca. |)(. s,,r.'(.d ~ Snowbird lots selling fast ~.+~ 
• ~,., ,,,+~++-..,~, +;..+. • C-7 .V is ta  V i l l age  - +10,500 • .... 
' ' ' ':~ i ' i ]  • r '  ~1~'~ * °:'i+ + +*  "++Is. ~ m  ; ~ ~ + +  ,,it will, lilt,it • |'~,',,t's.~t's or . +'; '1, ~T+*,+" " ~ " +' ,,cl,ml, lyshapPdl ikc:*ca,d- • 1727 Gyrfalcon (MLS) • " 
! ~ '.~'., ;': . . . .  . .i~II,:LI ill,)w(r;,rb.,idiofx,sp:m,- : - 830,500 
. i "  ' ° .  ,++++ ) .~ 
_ " . #~*;"*~++++P+~+2,:'~ p~< ' ;+ 
" ' +- . ] :1 p , . . . .  ~ , ~ .... . . .  .., ,,,,,.~,.,,,,,, t ,,.,.,,. ,,,,,t • 58 C l i f ford  - $58,000 + / I  
• :.+!i:; '= . .  i t . .  tii~ljp~:,.~;! ~ ~!~5<+":"+" ~+!" |'a"a":' Sl'lilN c"'" I'" un'j"Y" ~ 30 Ga"der - +30,000 ; .... " .... ' " "  +'' ' " " ' : " ' " "+ ' " '  
i ~ ~  +++, .  p;,+,,,,.,~,~+st,,.s. ~-  95 St ik ine  - +40,000 • 
_ I i ' + ''  "  ; "++ ' ' '+  +'    'II  "+I+  I ~+ " ' . . . . . .  ~ ' ~ + +  + m '  I~  ' + '+ " ~' '+ ' [. . . .I  'I  + ": ' '+   +  +" I I" L ' . . . .  ~' + *+ + '*~ + ++ + +I++  ' ' ' I~+ ~  ~ "  II  ~ "III..... "   +  ' " "     " "" ~"' '   +  '" I "~ ;' ' ~   +" l Ib ~+  I ( ' ( ' : '( ' ' i ( ' ' t  (' ' i ' ' il '~ ( ' ' ' '  ' ' ' I(  I' '( '( )(' i+ ]i~' I ' '  '('~'+'" '+ ' ' ) +i '  '(" ' ' '  I ' ' '  "() ' ' ' ( ~(' ( ' )' ' ~ 'I ('  ' i ' i ' ~ i+~ I''( '" ' l+[t '~  '( '  i  ~' ' ++ ~++' '  ++ L~+' '+  ~ak"  : ~ W h ' + ' +"  r + ' + + ° t + ~ '  ] " '  + ' 0 0 01 "  t °  + a '  O 
++~ +' " "+ ,+ . . .~ .+J l  ++.+~.~ . .. ." .+ l'clcl,i.~Iv dr+q),'(l ovi,r ;, ; for your free appraise] I 
~ " ' : "  * r ~ y  , ~.,ir ~ dc]i~,hlf,;i dry Imt frtulty 
~++ ~ ~+ " i,.p,)rt('d whttt, wire. calh,d • II " - • 
• ' C +/  " Wt'(h|i .~ Veil. a ph,as:mt. • Dou+la l  Ohanno l  :Porlo.rml _ 
,,,.p,,~p,,.~,.,,.~,,.,.~t,,,,.h,,t 9 W0 Offer Sorvneos m ~ ' 
Althou|h tho waUoovorinp end panol imaimont aro rominisoonl ol our Irandm. othor~e t!mo, tho offoot IB ,, .~,.,.,.,,+,, ,., ,,,. d,,p. ,,It- 
i,,,~i,,,.~,' ,.i,,,..~I,.~s. w,.d- • APPRAISALS-PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • : one of sophistioation in a ioonllor'e room lnday. These Sunworthy walleovornnp, "Thinlinl Of Tou" and ,~,,,, v,.~l +~ ,, u,+,br~:,,,,,,- w + 
"Happy Thoul;hts" from tim Sunvinyl 0elloetion, are prop•sled, serubbahlo and dr/strippablo. +ndi ,t,.~.,,, ~,,,d ,, ~,,,~ • LOT SALES - DEVELOPMENT I .,)t ;~t all I).c'kt'rv. the" kiml 
of wit . '  vo. cat, ,st,rye ,,'it], g ~ OANADA +WIDE REFERRAL SERVlI|~. • 
. . . . . . . .  .~ -.. +~,. ' t ~.:W;.';.,'~" )+:~ :...~,+" +:'L." :,+ . - ~?::: . ' " • . i~. . - . - + ' 
. . .:+< "~,+, ~" ":;~; T)ii~~xtmmoly ' woll-oondruolid homo el c,,.,,,,,~ I),,~h,:,,,,,~',.,, high to lh,, top of the ti]c,~ ' ;  NORTGiGES i RENTALS -+ :: "'"~ i 
• ,. i~I~, . . ~ . • . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . _  - . . . .  he ,,mdt' ca.~y ,)y .,,.vm~ ;, or i,,to lht. t,,1) witho,,t cx- • We're  Number  3, we try harder 
~.',, unu0ulu eOl~In ml De, amo, l  .mm,,rw ., , ,w, l,,,,~-n,,,,,,,,.,t sp,,,m,, ,,p. tra strctchin.~ ()r ht,,t|i,~,. #OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOI  
'+ It x~:ll h t lp  xo.  to r(,It]) ' and Ihrubs, and inelndol 2 firoplaool " ' • . . . .  , 
and 6 hodreome amonK il l  speoial 
features. Eooh floor OOHiOlinl of 
1332 sq, It. lends iteolf to family living, 
the homo is IDeated close to schools on 
a 70' x 132' lot and ie'lietod at I lUDO.  
I PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD.  
OaI, Murlol al Park Avenue Really | 4519 PARK AVENUE, TERRAOE, B.O+..!, IV,  + 635-4971 
I ++ ........... . . .  +"-:+++++++++ 
e . :+  ........ : " 
for more iMormation. 
! W i l Z . U T M I l l l  S . ~  I T U  | , l l~droom I~.ng~llOW on Good stilrter home tor oflend, Zbndroomsoneadz 40veer OOsq.'it'attrI.C.tl i 
WIGHT . _ . .  +,w_.. _ . _  , .+ , ,  ,o  +._ , . . ,  + . ,n  . - - o - - , ,  • new ~ ~w,  , ,  , , + .  l , , ,+too,. : ,  ho~lla,  and ~)edr:om, on .the .maln o"_eunltan.dlot~irm~ael ::~raa.tT:~re:o:UC:o~11 
glll Iurnllco+ llreplllCe 11110 i ..,p.oll In (lltlre of |own ippolnllnllIt To VllW Clll . . . . .  . . . I  
II . . . . . .  (hrldel torts. ~mng $7S.000 Ca. olhor nice features Ca n Horst or close to schools a d Frank 1 ' . . ' Horst or Chrlstel for mor : l  
" " f "r ~,. "iak information J shopping Asking s,~,u~ ,+ • • - 
°°+' ! " "  
• . . ,0 .  , , , , .o ,o .o  o ,  , . , ,o+_ .  + . . . . .  + . . .  [ ]  d111 " ' • • - " . - - - I  =mmk* ,~++~"+, , ' - - , ,  ` ~'  ',IP+~.,..--+. . I 
;. Immed ate occupancy In 2 acres, cuose ;o ~own, w,m i l l |~" ' J~  + k ! i~|~ ~, * - .......... ~ W1P~PR~- . . . . .+  • -l 
• three bedroom residence. 3 bdrm. home. Maln floor i I ~ ~ ~ , , ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,.,, t14.~+~:~ ++ ~  | • basement spIClOUS bonglllOW, lugQ ~. , .  I Wil l  Kept ,J mmrmlm, ...,, ~-~ . , ~ .  • • Full basement, laroo rear plusextra in full , • . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =.mr.,.,,. ~"  *+ " i 
l "=t z- feed  nr'ounds, Two stone fireplaces, two i sq. fl~ wit h 3 .mateD•st , + ~.l~m~n_'_"vn~m'j'.'~;n'.;,: Rural setting. 5 acrelJ  
• t.-..~,.., - -  Oil=furnace bathrooms, main fl car. I I  clrpels, econolnmc natural ; ~ .r.mpm(m.,,.~-.-.,-... ,-._+~:- within 10 minutes drive tel  
• ~°"="  °'~0" ' rate dlnln i gas heating ana lul l  ° i J  wasner mucmy mnu- Ha -- laroe IIv rm & dining petted, sepa g ,in . . . . . .  , - - - - - J  " I,m+.stad nn hmnrh town. s 6 bedroom, two i 
m area Excellent central area. Rec rm. plus at.---- base menv. v.orJmocum~..lo Executive house in ~s.c.a.~l~:'~,~'~n;;"a'wa'v "fr'o'm levelhome.Twoflreplaces,~ 
" tached sin le garage • cmvre of 1own ASKing t ledon ) . . . . . .  ,,, ~.~ . . . . . .  " g ' ' ' Thornhill area. Si ua ":" ."" '~' ; . . , - -  --% 0~ carport, etc. Priced In mid| 
G +'* ;  . . . .  ~=~+-a . . . . .  Owner will consider offers, nun price only S30:000. For lame $5x425' lot, fully s c_noo~..,~=,mng u~,,;T.; ,  sixties. Call Frank. | 
• - .~o  c w . .mu c T ¢2 • 000 , • more details ¢111 IlOrsT or " % - -d  Features ,.me ~..r,:.,. v . . . .~ .o . . . .  / -- ..v+ ~. ,.,-,..v..,., • .  ,,, ... . . . .  landscape • view this ~)rooomry r > .~ I 
Comfortable3bdrm. home, HWY 16 - 133 ACRES ; ~;nrnsvOh beautiful natural rock . . . .  " ~ ~d~,k . i  
full concrete fdn., kitchen ~-~i .,~, ~4 c ~ 35 miles east, fronts on Skeena River, • veneer on front entrance, 2 ~ l ~  ~ i  
m . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  . bedrooms and ~,~+ and nook, laundry hookups, t I bath sides of the hw , two creeks, lots of • hreplaces, 3 . 
• electric heat, In good.area trees " - -  completely linsihed in. ~ ~ 1  
• wl h and on Y, law 
• on 59'x120' lot.  Worth ' • sulte.  Call  Horst or ~- '~mlr - . -++.p ;T l  
looking at for moderate . ~ Chrislel for viewing. J";?;++"<~ +" . . . .  ' i  
i " ' mm , • ~,  I _ price. HWY. 16 ACREAGES . . • , . . . . .  . 
i 33 Miles from Terrace. $35,000. Over 30 acres ,ron.lsa~rl e • word, Over 2200 ,q. n.  u ,  A large. 1o1 with g lraen I 
• NEAR NEWS4S,S00 Skeena River. Excellent site fo+r campsite or p r iv  m one floor, 7Sx200 It. lot. . . . . .  .area am es.tabllshedtre~i 
_m , : ~ .+~+...~*: Two bedroom home In Ilvlng, conslderablelandcueareo. AusosTacresnearoy" n• Very large family room Priced 11o Sell quickly, IS me senna tor 1nis a 
-~ ~ ~ + ~ : ~  quiet, close to town Lots of trees. Hwy. 16 frontage. $35,000. • and family living at i l l  TALK TO US ABOUT 12'x60' mobile home with bedroom 1034 sq. ft. home 1 
" I ~ ~  location Full basement m m...o ~..kMl~trom I to 10 YOUR REAL ESTATE • f i l ched  building. Fireplace' In living roomI 
= ~ - - *  "'J" . - -  Ideal for exlra bedrooms, i ; ' c~; ; ' l~ '~- l ; roo l .  Asklng NEEDS. ' Establ lshedonservlced. lot  .andas.ecendon.e.ls. loCllled 
am I~r~ ` nn~ m.. : r~ i  rumousarea, etc. Carpeted LAKELSE LAKE • u.  AM .ha On• to offers, on Copperslde. Good m- In perllally IlnlSne(I lull 
' - ~ - ' 100 +r,,,,,r~ . - .  r--- !1 ~ .~_ |n  "1  with exception of bathroom Eas) side. Situated on 1st Avenue near OII s with • , . . , ,  w.u,, n, Murlel for this vestment for rental unit. basement. Home is listed 
• ~. , ,m +,, mmar~ and kitchen. Large 12x20 feet lake frontage. 1V= storey residence, large 20.)(40 • --"';"att"ractive propmly. Call Frank. at SS3,S00. Call Kelly.' 
[]  ~ *  .-+ ~ Ilvln room with ad aceet storage building, single car garage. ~(~reeK rvn.n!ng mm . . . . . . .  
m ~ .  10xl~dinlnn room Natural through Lots of potential for develoP)blent. ~SKIng ---- 
• gas heat ~2,000 • , '. . " • AFTER OFFIOE HOURS 
• A.I~ Le Page Lnmited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service • - 
nu " ..,...-..um,~ • NORST GODUNSKI - 63D-§397 KELLY SQUIRES - 635-1515 
• i~ l r . | l l  I lmo • ' un m -~ Inn a ~ a .,m • n~u,  H InNONE.  636-6051 0NRIsTEL GODLINSKI - 636-6397 • ' • rnnnn v~ , 
• ~ a jm D - ' ~ ~ ~ I  Jim Bully D36-$DDH Bob Hipmooslor S31-2|$2 • . . . , . ,  u . ' -n . ' ,  nmc.~oa 4 
| qI.F I ! qUF I  ~ 1  Stan Parker 836-4031 Helen gilbortson | munuusu, num.s  uvu  au+.~ 
L 4611 LAKELSE AVE, Harry Smith $3D-2826 S35-|DOG i 
iIIlggIIlgIlgglllllllllllIlIIll I l l l l I I I I l I I I l ggg lg I lggg I i I I l~  
tdranama warns  m e e n s  :~bhyelp:e::b;brYe:°~i;~wa:ragnt~ne:~yt:ek;ile:; °f0hners :FC°~;  tinn 4, Ne~ Guinea :~chnd .Bla~teJ °pc ~ 24 25 126 j~= 
r~ I~m ,41. d ~  1A1,~.4~1'; ,~,,.~ A ehild can be diapered in publie in a stroller. Anelderly al~..tract , aCotehesand 3No~.se~'e. t ~lO~fom~ i I I =~: 
1 U ' l - U l .  V i i  ¥ ¥ 1 : ~ U U I I I U  person cannot. ' .pam cer, . p ~  4F~C|~Ni  1101['1[ }1 ]12 
A child can be left in a playpen. An elderly person cannot. "I -- ,°d'cmpelago 5Z French rifle 5 Delirious ~ Smnmer ~ __  ~ ~ ~ i 
By Abigail Van Bui'en 
1S78 bY Q l i~  Tril~e.N.¥. News Synd. I~. 
DEAR ABBY: I have a wonderful 18-year.old grandson I'll 
a l l  8onny, who is going to marry an 18-year-old girl he's 
ISmwn two monthsl 
8onny was graduated from high school with honors, and 
pt  a job right away as an apprentice with a good company. 
Tho~ are sending him to school two nights a week. He makes 
o~m----_o.~ho~Sl~e, s marrying had a baby four months ago by a 
man who skipped the state. She and her baby are living with 
her plum•is. Sunny had dated her only a few times when he 
ankhs bet to marry him. Her people grabbed on to him fast. 
hlred • hall and madeplans for the wedding which is coming 
off In two weeks. 
lily grandson ever smoked, drank or messed with girls. 
He i~ an inexperienced kid, and I think he's being taken 
advantage 0£ 
How can I break them up? Not forever, but just long 
enough for Sonny to get to know the girl better? It's all 
happening too fast . .  
GRANDMA 
A child learns and matures in time. An older person 
becomes worse. 
It's easy to get a baby sitter, but just try to get so rn~one 
to stay with an old person. Even relatives won't help. 
8o I went out and found the cleanest nursing home I could 
afford and took my mother there. I sald goodbye with tears 
in my eyes to someone who didn't even know me. 
Then I went home and started being a wife and mothe, 
12 Actress range: 6 1 beg of drink 
Ullmann champ de-- you(It.) 1~ Rack~ I~1 
13 Racer: -- 53 Florida ? Baseball ~8 Caucho tree 
Wood tomatp glove M -- 
14 Idiotic cente r 8 Babylonian 31Sign (~ 
15 -- et vale 54 Indonesian god assent 
16 Formal offers coin $ Household ~ Gorilla, 
18 Sailor 55 Adam's rib god for one 
again. I thanked my husband for his willingness to pay for 19 Leg of lamb 50 Witch of -- I0 Chemical 33" - for Two" 
the care of my mother. (It's not che_ap.) 
Then the letters started to come from my brothers an0 29Grafted(Her.) S/Startfnr suffix MGe~ttsof 
sisters who had never kept Morn in their homes for one day. ~ Start for foil and ad II -- man frogs 
They said, "YOU put Morn in a nursing homef How could ion and able 58-- publlca I? Newspaper 37 Prefesslonal 
23 Miss the - (the state) section life you?" 
. I don't need an answer, Abby, lknowIdidther ig,htthlnG ~/Pullwith Averagesolutiontlme:~mln. 
I just had to get this off my chest. If ynu print this, I]l carry effort 
it in my wallet forever. . ' 29 
HEAVY-HEARTED IN N.J. 
.~ : 31 
DEAR HEAVY: Here's.somethlug for your wallet. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO" SllOULD 17" No. Don't put him 
on the spot hy asking him to tell you in so many words. 
When a boy stops calling a girl, he is silently telling her that 37 
it's all over. Accept It, ,rod turn your attention elsewhere 38 
39 
DEAR GRANDMA: Where are Sonny's parents? if he 
Imm none, ud  you are looking after him, enlist the help of • 41 
, mllstor, doctor, or s trnsted friend to help the boy reulize if you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con. 
tim impertauon of n, marriage commitment. (if Sonny has gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "Hov 
Im~nte, ~e//should Ipudde him,) I! he', not being taken to Write Letters Inr nil Occasions." Send $1 and • long, 
~ l l~t~ of-and sincerely loves the girl-accept her, mud stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Bever- 
Im~ for ~ host. . ' , ly Hills, Calif. 9(]212. 
4O Russian 
painter. 
G E M H A H A M A R S designer 
Carryto ,~  I OMEN J f~AE 4~Modify 
Of one's l l -T [U I l~ l l~  I ISlr-lA~'~ ~ Ingenuous 
birth I~ I C E 44 Former 
Kitchen Jerez 
need: can - 45 Asterisk 
Romao 111 46 H/reling 
--' set 48 Pindaric -- 
(resolute) • 49 Forefront 
Arab 50 Terminate 
garment 9-22 51Bravo nr 
Type of eat Answer to yesterday's puzzle. Grsnde 
By Eugene Sb /fer 
Ig 43 44 
I i~:! 
~3 
56 
CRYPTOQUIP 9-22 
OSDT MCI IT  FCDI  E D CSB "EU 
BDCOS PYBP IT  UW MECYGES 
WCI IT  FUGE 
Yesterday's Cryp~qulp -- OFF-SEASON VACATIONING 
SAVES CUTE CHICK'S CHECKING ACCOUNT, 
Today's CryptoqMp clue: G equals A 
The ~ is a simple sub~titallan cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. H you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
voweb. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
01978 K/n~ Features Syndi¢mte. Inc. 
3, 
% 
! 
i 
/#.yo 
"You in one of your moods again?" 
UKE. ~ :~ND ~OME 
I 
, 0 
OUI~IPE, 
.--._7/-- 
~LOGKeO, NeLL N~VEI~ HI~AeL J~  I 
B.C. 
LOOK, LOOK, SEE 
~,FOT' ~ Hl~ 
TEETH AT PUFF 
• mum mmm~m~m. ~m 
oH LOOK, SEE PUFF 
BARE I-[ER CLAW~ / 
- o 
AT FUFP' 
By Johnny Hart 
SEE PUFF RF-J~a,~ 
SEOT'~ b-POT. 
DOONESBURY 
11~ HELL I~ fWOClo OgACH. ~ C 
BPlE ? ME RB.EAS~ tR, fO# ~ 
. HI50#.JV RECL~M- 
I: ~ !  T~eA~4~V~, / 
"4"  
RILeg ttam you I 
EXCUSE SEgt4 ED~e? t~e I HURT? 
t..i 
i 
FEEIV 
HIM? 
By Garry Trudeau 
ttP.~ At, tAZIW6 A PI~- 
,qlPPIN~ WI~T ~ PSY~ 
,4PART HI5 YOU C#LL ~6E.U~ 
ILX~R! 7~T? IT NI..~Y / / 
i 
i 
\ 
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1. 
i...,GOMiNG EVEHTS 
! 
CLASSIF lED RATES SU 6SCR IPTiON 
RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: Effective Oct~b~ I, 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
lmertlon, over 20 words $ 1977 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. Single Copy 20C 
sertlons Sl.50 per Insertion. By Car r ie r  ruth 3.00 
REFUNDS: By Carrier year 31.00 
Firstlnsertion charged for ByMai l  ' 3ruth12.00 
whether run or not. By Ma i l  6mth  22.00 
Absolutely no refunds after By Ma i l  year  40.00 
ad has been set. Senior Cit izen year 
CORRECTIONS: '20.00 
Must" be made before 2nd British Commonwealth and 
Insertion. United States of America 1 
Allowance can be made for year 51.08. 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7,5 cants pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per 
insertlon. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: ~ 
$3.50 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
S,I.00 'per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:08 p.m. 2 days prlor to 
. publlcetlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prlor to 
pobllcetien day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other lhan 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABL ISHED ACCOUNT.  
Service ¢harga of $5.00 on al l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WE D DI NG. ..... DE-SCR I P-  
T IONS:  
NO ¢hargo provided news 
submiffed within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect o  
condonsatlon. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS:  
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals S.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices ~.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising DePt. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & Dlsfrlct 
Phone 635.63,57 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determlne page location. 
The Herald reserves ti~e 
right to revlse, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Servlce, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims, of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
IxJblication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
• Herald In the event of failure 
to publi.sh ,~q adyertisement 
or In'the event0f'an error 
appe'arlng i'n the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements 'must 
comply with the Br|tlsh 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religlon, sex, 
color, nationality," ancestry 
'or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
I I 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring a Poflery 
Workshop, September 23 and 
24 In the Terrace Arena 
N~etlog Room. It will be for 
Intermediate and advanced 
students and include al l  
aspects of making pots. 
Hlro Urakaml from 
Vancouverwlll conduct the 
workshop. He will offer 
demonstrations In brush 
techniques, throwing, 
decorative methods and 
show slides of Korean and 
Japanese pottery. Students 
should be prepared to make 
pots and try the various 
techniques during the two 
days. 
To obtain a reglstration 
form with further details call 
Jan MacLend at 635.2964 or 
Julle Gellner at 635.6836, 
TERRACE CLASSICAL 
BALLET SCHOOL 
.Barbara Nunn A.I.S.T.O. 
I.S.B.) Royal Academy of 
Dancing Syllabi for students 
from 3 years of age. 
REGISTRATION 
will take place at the 
Terrace Little Theatre 
Building on Tuesday, Sep. 
tember 26 and Wednesday, 
September 27 from 3:30 to 5 
p.m. and 7:30 to 9 p.m. (c7- 
26) 
Terrace Art Aseoclatl~n 
Monthly Picture Loan Oc. 
tabor 4, 1978 has 30 new 
pictures for selection. 
Pictures out on loan should 
be returned to the Terrace 
Library Arts Room by 7:30 
p.m. Everyone welcome. 
(fin) 
WMght Wefchars meatlng 
hekiov~y Tuesdsy at 7 n~n. 
ot the K~(  United Church 
14141, 4107 r..qzelle AVenue. 
De YOU Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Avellablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p.m~ United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorlef Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting' 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel 
The Kltlmat Museum shows 
during August and Sep- 
lamber with the permission 
of our Provincial Museum a 
special exhibit on Indian 
Rock Carvings and Pain- 
tings. We display as well 
Eskimo Stone Prints from 
the Winnipeg Art Gallery. 
The Museum is open from 12 
- 5 except Sundays and in 
September except Sundays 
and Mondays. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
.Life promoters: 
Usa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4603 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
',the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit 'Staff: 
CHILD 'HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of / every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
. Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munizatioo. 
.AOULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed-i 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE,~ 
: For 4 year old children. Held~ 
on third Monday of. every, 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BRE  H,NG 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday' af- 
ternoon at 1;00.2:00 P,m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every tv~onday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now sl'tuated In Eby 
Street. They will he pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SiNech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
by  referral f~:om 'family 
'doctor or community health 
nurse. 638.1155~ 
LONG TERM CARE 
Offlco at No.205-4721 La~elle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessmerlt and plannlng for 
those ellglbte for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guldance 
f()r vocatlonal and soclal 
rehabllltatlon done by 
consultant. - 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring a Pottery 
Workshop, September 23 and 
24 In the Terrace Arena 
Meeting Room. It will be for 
Intermediate and advanced 
students and Include all 
aspects of making pots. 
Hlro Urakaml from Van- 
couver will conduct the 
workshop. 
He wl!l offer demonstrations 
In brush techniques, 
throwing,  decorat ive  
methods and show slides of 
Korean and Japanese pot- 
tery. Students should be 
prepared to make pots and 
try the various techniques 
during the two days. 
To obtain a registration form 
with further datells call Jan 
MacLend at 635.2964 or Julia 
Gellner at 635-6636. 
Fall registration for aquatic 
recreation program starts 
Saturday, Sept. 16 from 12 to 
4 p.m. at the Arena Banquet 
Room. Phone 639.1174. 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the in- 
.Sorest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleer).or Halley at 
635.~456 as ~en as possible. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
,for the Handicapped are 
looking for .donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for, RaR e ReUef 
plckup. Abortlon Councelnng 
& Crlsla Llne for 
Legion Ladles Aux. Annual Women 
Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 6384,188 
October 28.2 - 4 p.m, Arena . . . . .  . , 
Banquet  Room.  INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Dance to follow. T ime:  9 • 1 Meet every Tuesday night at 
a.m. Music . Ran Swan. 81ntheSkeona Health Unit. 
Midnight n~unchles. Price For more information I~hone 
$19 per couple. ( 1-g~.~,63~;.37~7 or 635.3023. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
3keen• Centre offers ~o the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services Inlovlngmemoryofavery Requlreexperlencedpartsmm~ For Sale: Pet Rheseus ' . . . . .  i. "::: 
dlcrafts g randfather , .  Char'les service field. Phone 635.6334. good pet. Good home Is a . 
Day Care for working; Postuk, :,who passed away (,.'If) ' ,  must. Offers. Phone after " ~ ~  ' 
people September 23, 1977. 3:15. 635-9288. (p3,26) 
i- Drop.In for companionship When family ties are POSITION 
1172 s~t. ft, F.B. home, ! 
Conveniently Ioc,]led. 3~ 
,, bdrm. up and 3 tlnlshed | 
fur'~'l rooms and bathroom in | ISPOt'CASH for used basement. Assumabl~ l0 I And leave the rest to God. Applications: Apply in Initure, household Items, I percent mortgage.  |
So dearly loved, and sadly " writing before September 29, 1guns etc, I ' $49,508. Phone 635.5343. 
missed by his loving wife, .1970, to: 
Esther, and son Robert, Mills Memorial Hospital ;I QuoonswayTradlng I 
daughter Wendy, "gran. Personnel Department . I 3215 Kalum St .  I 
! .6.~.1613 ! 
daughterSSjlerle. " Marsh• and 4720Terrace,HauglandB.c. Avenue Ictf m'& f . I 
:-- V8G 2Y6 (c6. 'wanted to Rent: Horse 
TE, .,sc; 
& coffee, broken AVAILABLE 
Monday thru Friday 0 .4 .  And.loved ones have to part MORGUE TECHNICIAN- 
Transportation available. It leaves a wound thatnever STOREKEEPER 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge heals Hours of Work: 37V2 hours 
635.2265 ,~d also a broken heart, per week Wanted: 2 pr. boys skates. 1 
But looking back are Salary: Starting 96.62 per size 2 boys and size 7 and 
.Learn to Fly. Join Air memories hour used stroller. 638.1252. (cl. 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is Upon the path we've trod Benefits: As per H.E.U. 22) 
accepting applications for We bless the years we had Collective Agreement 
September. If you anioY or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, ~)utdoor acJ 
tlvltles and are between 13-18 
years of age, please call: ,,,~.,,,,a • 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or Small. cabin, one bdrm., ..... 
Bev Tasa at 635-7598 furnished for sale. P.%'Jr," : ; : :  
after S p.m, at 635.645';. (p:, ~.:! 
GARAGE SALE 14 ,  BUSINESS 20,21,22,27,28,29) 28) :::. 
• 4729 McConnell Ave. (bet.. ~ Trailer. 625.3939..(c3.22) : : :  
ween Sparks & Eby). PERSONAL " 5 bdrm. house. Fireplace, :.: 
Saturdcy, Sept. 23r~d. 11 :00 . .  : ~_ , PIZZA'HUT . Wanted to BuY: Old toy rec room & patio. Fenced In : : 
2:00 p.m. Furniture ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. Pizza Hut requires full and trains In wide gauge. Lionel, yard. 3V= yrs. old. On 4640 " " 
Household items, hockey Eledrirdll ind Refrigeralion part time waiters and Hornby, etc. If you want to Welsh. Dishwasher. 6: ]5 .2667. .  : 
waitresses, bus person and sell them, give me maker's (c5.22,29,26,27,28) . -  
equipment, toys and contract, cooks for evening and name and any names or .clothing. T.W.O. (nc3.22) " "House wiring. - -  
1,15-S~6 (Ctf) weekend night shifts. Must numbers on the cars and . S ACRES with small house 
The city of Terrace, . . . . . .  be mature,' pleasant, reliable engines. If you write me on the bench. Price ~S,000 . .  
Recreation Department, is CONCRETE SEPTIC and have own Iron- please give me your asking Phone 6=5.44.~. ~, If .',, & F, .~ 
now offering yourchlldren a TANKS PRE-KAST sport•tiDe. Wages based price and your phone : : 
chance to learn a bit of For Immediate delivery upon experience. Apply in number. I pay the postage 
• person only; (c3.26) :~ 
24, SITUATIONS 
Sloanlsh and French culture Septic System for anything I buy. Dr. J.A. 
& language. Specialists Folkins, 925 West Georgia, 
This program of fun & "lnslstontheBest" VancouverVdCIR5..(c22,29, Wanted to Rent: 3 bedroom "" 
learning will be given by,  PHONE 635.2939 WANTED 3,13) house, trailer or apartment. " 
French speaking "persons SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING Phone 635.4613. (N-22) 
from Quebec '& Spanish . . . . .  
' WIll babysit In my own home ,. 
speaking persons..from .El GENERAL at Copperslde Estates, 5 We are looking for a two or 
Salvador, participants o} :. 
CARPENTRY .. clays a week. 639.1684. (pl0- three bdrm. house to rent for Canada World Youth. 
It will Include bas le  NOJOBTOBIG 2oct.) For Sale: 40' displacement the end of Sept. or Oct. 
ORSMALL " .hoof still In building stage. Doesn't have to be in town. : 
vocabulary, alphabet & " ADDITIONS, SIDING numbers as well es cultural " Hull reedy for flbarglesslng, Call anytime, st 635.6701. 
songs, games and cooking. RENOVATIONS diesel motor, shaft, prop, (c12.29) 
CEMENTWORK, bearings, cooling system. Children from ages 8 - 10 PAINTING. 
Can be finished where It is: Maturerellablecouplewlth 2 :
(Spanish), and . 10-13' Phone after6: For Sale': 1976 750.4 Honda. $9,080. 63,5-6700. (I)5.27) children wish to rent a 2 or 3 (French) can •enter this three week program (COn. • 635 .4094 . . . .  • . Excellent condition. With . , . extras. Open to offers. Phone bdrm. home In town. Contact .- 
slating of nine sessions). 635.4659 after 5 p.m. (p2.22) D. Thomas 635.7134 (office) .. 
For further information and • OEMINI EXCAVATING :.- 
registration call 638-1174 i LTD." • For Sale: 1978 Canam 250 Born againChristlan seeking ".: 
Oh, by the way.., it's free. (WeB Andrews) .... . ii,: , . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~, . ' Backhoe Work . dirt bike. Phone 635.2471. 1970 DeC Angle dozer. Serial room and beard with same. 
~:,~,  ~-  ; :~ '~ ' .~Hou~ly&~, .~n~act  (i)5-22) number 9951405, Direct Phone 635.7953, ask for Ted :': 
Order'of flt~;~Royar;*Purple ' "~: 6,~:3~479anytlme drive. Contact D, Allen. 635- or leave message: ' (pS .25)  ':; ::: 
will hold a Novelty Sale,and (A J12) . " 
i 
9151, Room 349 after 0 p.m. Require 3 bdrm. house or -'. 
Tea on Saturday, Novemher (I)4.19,20,21,22) mobile home to rent Ira. -: 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks GOLDEN I~ULE mediately. 635.4380 or 635- ~.~ 
Hall. (nc fin) Odd iobsforthe iobless. For Sale: oil and wood John Deere 1974 540. Rebuild 4066. Responsible party with -- 
Phone 635.4535. 3238Kelum engine. 250 hours. 4 new 
The Terrace Contract Brldge . burning stove wlth stand and chains. Everything !n first., exc ellent references. (tfn) 
Clubwlllbeginltsfallseason THE HOBBY NUi~ tank. 635.5966. (p3-22) class condition. Phone 635. Due to limited dormitory :" 
on October 11..Anyone. Car!talc . supplies and For Sale: 450 H.P~ 60 M.M ..... 6873. ' (p2.~) . .. • spaceor student pPeference, :; 
" :  Northwest Community ".: wishing to loin the Club or Greenware;.alr brushing equator ia l  re f rac tor  i For Solidi 0he 7 HP Boiens COilegestudent s (Individuals .... 
requlrlngfurtherlnfo, please available, custom Grin0. telescope. 60 MM.F900MM. snewblowar, 28 Inch scoup, and families) require 
call 639.1304. (nc4.22) ~..• : " 3936McNeil St. Phone 635.4214. (c3-22) " " 
• 635.9393 Call 635~2614 beforea: 30 a.m. suitable off campus housing.( 
Friday' Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. ~ehe.. DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP For Sale: soft.top for a '73-75 (p3.25) " " /  d n ~'  " 1 To assist both landlords & ' 
Swlmming Pool will be ' Reconditioned bikes and Blazer. S150. 635.3939. (c3-22) students, the .college will ' • 
opened, post notices of available c: 
Late Aquatic Program repairs,, . : i 
registration will be held on Reasonable rates. For Sale: drum set, 6 IX. :, accomodatlon. Landlords In :." 
• ~31 Queensway.Dr. Remo Sound Master. New. the Terrace.Thornhill area "': 
Sat. 23 from 12.2 p.m. at the. " . . . .  . . . . .  $200. Regular size Gemtop House for Rent: ~1 bedroom who have rooms, room & .: 
Arena Banquet Rm. : i! IIRUPERT ! STEEL & ~i canopy. S208. Singer sewing f~nlshed homeln Thornhlll..board, suites, or houses to ::" 
-" "" n e . i -  r "SALVAGE:LTD ' ; machine • manual or elec- . 639.5775. (1~3-25) , i rent may Ilstthem by calling ::~ 
" 63S-6311, (¢9- "-'- Dog uoeme c , oegmne s We bu,, ,'^,-.,-~ k-a~,- trlc. $100. Phone 625.7448. " ' ~ .... 
t • ~,,.t , -  . . . . .  all 2,4,9,11,16,16,23,25,30) ~ and ' " metals an~l batteries. (c2.25) • . . . .  :;:: advanced Sep 24, 1 . . . .  
p.m.~ Thornhill Community L.ocatlon. Seal Cove " Movtl~ to Tel'race, requb'e 
Centre. $15 per dog. Open till $ p.m. Man. f0 Set. 3-4 bedroom home, will ~:- 
Proceeds for S.P.C.A. In. I~ .  !624.S137 ..  
structor Nancy Clay. Phone " For Sale: a beautiful 1316 sq. umllltail), wU]bl8 to rOllS or ~- 
lease, references, security .... 
635-2750. (p3-22) - ft. home ready for you to deposit, mature family of :" 
three. Refer lnquir i~ to The The Terrace Art Association 01klan Manor occupy. Wall to wall carpet, 
Is sponsorlng an exhibifofoll Furnished or unfurntsh~ 2 floor to cel!lng fireplaces, l-le¢old Box 1178, 'rermce, ,:: 
• studio or 1 bedroom 21/2 bathrooms, fully land. : :  
paintings by Vancouver " CLERK.TYPIST mpartments. Securit, sceped. 600 sq. ft. workshop .. 
artist Don Portelance. The Pleesant workingcondltlons, mterphone. Sauna. adjacent o house, carport: . 
exhibit Is on display in the .Chance for advancement., Located at 4739 Loon Ave., . : 
Terrace Public Library Arts . Good salary. All employee 635-3521 Terrace. Phone 635.2B46. (c8. 
Room Sept. 13.29. Gallery Is benefits. 5 day workweek. 630.1032 25) • ' FOR RENT IN TERRACE: ": 
6pen during library hours. Steady employment. Must be ~tf.f ~ 2,000-2,500 sq. ft. of : : 
experienced typist and ,-, -. Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy warehouse and factory " 
The Catholic Women's. expbrlenceci on dictaphone HILLSIDE LODGE starter or retirement home building. Available Ira- ~'" 
League will be holding their and able to handle clerical withlextra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 mediately. 16' ceiling height, [ 
Bazaar on November 4 ef wdrk. Apply to iAC.Nlagara, 4490 Little Avenue bathrOom living room wltll ten bays at 24'x80', two bays ' 
Veritas Hall. The previous 4639 Lazelle, 635.6391." eliding glass door to rear at 30'x80', one bay 65'x70,, all 
date of October 28 has been ,,eeping rooms, patlo,.dlnlng area In kitchen clear span. 10,000 sq. ft. of 
cancelled not to Interfere ~ousekeeplng units, .can. 
with another Bazaa'r. Needed: Avon represen. and porch wi th  laundry . . . .  trolly located. ' Fu l l y  facilities. Electric heat. covered storage, water 
heating system, parking for Everyone wlll be welcome at Salivas In the following furnished. Reasonable House has new cedar siding 50 cars in front of building 
2p.m. todp.m. , areas: rateaby day or week. Non. on extorl0r, extra lot Is and 2 acres of yard space ln 
' Sunny Hill Trailer Park, drinkers only. Phone 635. subdivided and can be ~ld  rear. 5,008 sq. ft. presently Woodland Heights, Skeena. J611. (.ctf) *~ 
Come to th9 Terrace Singles ,School. Phone 635.2517. (cff). ._~ separately. Asking $20,080 set up for a buIl¢llng supply 
Dance. Sat. Sept. 23 at 9 p.m. r for house & S10,008 for extra store now closing down. For ~.: 
lot. Both are prlced to sell as more Information contact .... at the Masonic Hall, 4917 HELPWANTED KEYSTONE COURT apeckage for $36,080. Firm. the owner at Madig Con- : : 
Lazelle. Good music, Earn.2 hours a day.s208 a APARTMENTS 
refreshments and coffee, month commlosion plus Cal1635.2370forappolntment struction Ltd. Nights 635. 
For more Information phone For details write'. Office No. 2 -  4603 Scott. LPrlzes. _ . . . .  to vlew~ (p23-2~) : . '  3231, days 635-7124. (ci.22) " 
uno, tWO ana mrem • • 
Bob635.9649, Peggy 638.1093, Fuller Brush, • Box 108, 207 bedroom a-artments i NuH=nugnnnnnnniunnn•nnnnulinnma 
Margret 635.9349. (nc4.22) West Hastings St., Van. Laundry & ~orage aru .  • ~ ' . = 
o0uver V6B 1H7, or  Mr. T. Near schoolll and'down. • ~ ' - i 
DEVELOPMENT MOVIES Diamond, R.R. 3 X~mloops, rowan. Clean, quiet, _• nmA.~ E I IABBAA ~mJ~ • 
AND DISCUSSION:  B.C. V2C SK1.. 
Dependency by Design . IF•claus, security Iocku~ m uuRn l  nuuau ao  • 
md trol - -  - - - r  . . . . . . . . . .  I ,  []  examines the external A qualffled pro.school pa . . . | • , • 
Full time manager In I • 
origins of Latin American teacher Is required for the residence., . . . .  I . •  CALEDONIA SENIOR • 
underdevelopment, and Terrace Child Development (ctf) i • " SECONDARY SCHOOL ~1 Puerto Rico: Paradise In- Centre. This is a special ,,,~.~,,,, m 
vaded Is a case study of needs pre.schooh therefore ~ ~ - • ~L' ~ You are cordially invited to attend a B I 
economic, social and preference will be given fo 
cultural Imperial ism. applicants with a CE~DAR PLACE I | parent's meetingon Wednesday, September' • 
Sponsored by Canada World background In special needs  APARTMENTS I • 20th a t  7.~30 P,M.  ~1 
Youth,~gEI Salvador Sx. children - psychology or a . . . . . . . . . .  i • Parents will be given the opportunity to • 
change;~t the Terrace Little related field. Please submit 4931. walsn, Avenue I •_ travel through their child's first semester [] 
Theatre on Kalum St., Sept. resume to the Executive Suite 113 | •• timetable. Course content evaluation and • 
24 at 8 p.m. No admission Director, Terrace Child Terrace, B.C. J • o ther  per t inent  in fo rmaf lDn  w i l l  be m 
charge. Refreshments and a Development Centre, 2510 635 7056 • d discussion. Call 638.1215 for South Eby Street, Terrace, " I iscussed with the Ind iv idua l  teachers.  • 
more Intormatlon. B.C. (c5-25) Nu~es l 'f:r a;e~dt3 b~dr~°ar~J" : Please note the fo l lowing  i t inerary.  ,• 
,, .... ~ . . . . .  ; . . . . .  ;-'~1 "•  7:30.8:00 P M - parents assemble in the " 
area, sauna and pool table} u gym for  inTroclucvory remarxs  _a 
- -  In , " e I • Counter  par tsman Nith security Interphon~ I 8x00- 9 ,30-  classes _ ' 
- -  * EE  Automotive parts. 1or 2 yrs and elevator. AbsolutelyJ • 9.30 - coffee • 
c[a , .qs ip (~d~ experience preferred. Photo ,o pets. (ctf) / 
~s.7150. (cs.27) ~ Snmlmlllll|llllli|ilialUllill~, 
m q w I  i I 
~lsfores total ef ~50fl. Can 
be mmrated to 1~0o ft. areas 
I~ cholcu Ior, aflon on Lazalle 
~leplplng Cadre, Torrnce, 
B.C. 635.~57a or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
i ;  W; I .  (dr) 
:: . :' I 
PARKER RD. SUB- 
DNISION 
Te, and 12 acre lots In 
Ragweed. Some frontage on 
Kaium Lake Road. Contact 
Den ParmNto¢, mile 26, 
Kmlum Lmka Rd. (pS- 
ZI,26,2~,3,~) 
PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
DIItrlct. Well and ~mptl¢ 
aystem $10,000 Call Ed • 
OirdIr  -t~k4110 or write 
Box I I I ,  Port McNelll, B.C, 
V~I 3RO (N-may 12F) I , . .  
i 
180 m mr  Klt~umkalum 
Rood 
~ near USK 
Phone: Prince George 
U4.~124 ,,'If 
LOOKING FOR THE 
I IeURITY 
a second Income can 
provide? The path to 
uscurlh/Is only a decision - 
a phone call - awayl We 
train you. 
Phone or write local Amway 
distributor. D. and N. 
Reynolds, B4310 Marsh 
Crescent, Terrace. 633.2000 
after S:30. (c20-16 oct) 
Small 2 year old hotal In 
Kincollth, B.C. available for 
lease. Including 40 sent fully 
equlppod restaurant, seven 
equipped rooms with bath 
and 'some guaranteed rental 
space. 
Information available at 
KIncollth Band Council of- 
rice and the Oepartment of 
Indian Aftelrs In Prince 
Rupert or Terrace, B.C. 
For Sale: 19fi8 VauxhoII. 5300 N, ORTGA'GE LOANS 
firm. Phone 635.2080. (pl0. promPtly arranged 
29) ; anywhere in B.C. In- 
1974 GMC ~A ton 4x4. 638.109S formation andTaferencos on 
request. J.D. Phillips 
after 6 p.m. C4pltai Corporafl0n, 16473 
lO~ , ,,k,ud ,4,'~,, i , ,d ' /K l f lg  George Highway, 
. . . . . . . . .  ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T2X6 •  uurrey, u.~. v~ . ~'none Cruiser with wide tires, plus .,.,. n,,, .. . . . .  ~_, .w  
ex . .o  ~,  u .  . . . ,~ ,  ~ maiM|  t f t  
working order, excellent for ~v .... ., . . .  
hontlng, Phone 635-4066 days ,,,.^ ,~, , ,~ nan  ;fltlnuS 
Terry. (c10-2g) : . . i  • : supervised Incorporntlon 
' ~ over the.l~one fastl Call 
1969 El Camlno. Good con. Self.Counsel Services toll 
dltlon, new radials. Phone free, 112-800.663-3007. 
635-4716 after 5 p.m. (p4.29) 
For Sale: 1977 Jimmy 4x4. 
22,000 miles, lots of extras. 
Phme 638.8171 days; 6,~5.7914 
nights. (p5.28). 
For Sale: 1978/F0rd Van. 
12,851 km. Insulated and 
panelled, I~m't hole windows, 
sun roof and other extras. 
Phone 638-1846. (ps-2e) 
1976 Ford Torlno S.W. Phone 
635-4091. (pl.22) 
1971 Vega St. W. Phone 635. 
9"~18. Also 1971 Lemons 350 
en~ P.S., P.B. (p3.26) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Ran • 
chwagon, PS, PB, V8, auto. 
Good condition. 36,000 miles. 
• Asking S1,800.00 Phone 638. 
1455 
I%r Sale: 1973 Road Runner 
Chorgex and Mastercharge. 
accepted. (ctf-th) 
INFORMATION WANTED 
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE 
Anyone knowing the 
whereabouts of the next of 
kin of Henry Zuschrader who 
was born In Germany on 
.November 2, 1927 kindly 
contact: 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, File 
770~0 
Attention: Mrs. Hnrman 
800 Hornby St. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V6Z 2C5. (al.22, 29) 
NOTICE 
TO: . ROBERT LYNN 
SWAINSON AND ALBERT 
SWAINSON late of Terrace, 
Dodge. Excellent condition. British Columbia. 
Phone  635 .3432.  TAKE NOTICE that an 
action has been commenced 
FOR SALE: 12"x68' Frr.,ntler 
;mobile home wl~ :~ large 
iadditlcos. Built in fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up In Terrace 
'area. ~ (~. t )  
For Sale: 1971 Glendale 
against you in the Terrace 
Court Registry of the 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia, 1978, No. 3S-78, by 
Ronald James Hick and 
Shella Ruth Hick of Terrace, 
British Columbia, In which 
the Petitioners claim for the 
cancellation of an 
,4oreement for Sale. 
And that it has been or-,. 
dared that the service of the 
Petition in the said action on 
trailer. Fully furnished, In you be effected by this ad. 
excellent shape, ;on Va acre., vertlsement, If you decide to 
treed & landscaped lot, with defend the said action, you 
work shop, joey shack & must within fourteen (14) 
wood shed. Must be seen to days from the publication of 
be appreciated. Must sell. thlsadvertlsement, incluslve 
Proposals are to be sub- $26,500. Phone 638-8224. (pS- of the date of such 
milled In writing titled, 221 , publication, enter an ap- 
" pearance at 4506 Lakelse "Hotel Lease" complete Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
wlthquallflcatlonsand$50.00 Parament housetraller with Avenue, "Terrace, British 
non.rafundable deposit, to fireplace near stores and Columbia. In default of such 
the Klncollth Band Council, s'~ols;.~n, prlvate lot. Rent ~n appearance, Judgment 
~,~ . . . . . .  , .  ,..t,~ .. . . ,~ may be entered against yOU. 
Klncollth, B.C. V0V 1B0 by,, ...,....~.,,(~,,,~,,,:t~I:,r.a.W up~ ~.~.,,.,.; Gordon L. Crampton ' 
October 4, 1970. to I~y or  ,purchase, ~y~,~? ,.  Seli~[for~fbr . :  
KIneollth Band Council-open to offers. Will carry the Plaintiff 
reserves the right to accept second morgage If nec. OATEO at Terrace, 
or relect any proposals Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
without prejudice. (c5.18, 22, 
21, 29, Oct 2) 
Next' exciting franchise 
OMl~tunltles, Ideal for semi 
or retired persons, 
WofoIIlOnels or alike for 
eddltlol~ll Income. Sheflelds 
i~ l  ~ Tobacconist to 
~ OIL 25, 1978 In new 
SkIenI MaN. Also Includes 
computer' Late - Ticket 
salu. AIqXO~. $40,050 will 
handle. Some financing can 
lie arranted. Write Box 496, 
Prln~I George or Box 1185 
fills INIFIr. (¢11-6) 
Car for f~le. Must sell. 1973 
Cellos. LOW mileage In 
mccullant condition. 638-1267. 
!'~'6 D~d0e Tradesman Van 
100. P,B., P.S., Insulated 
panel, chrome sldeplpse, 318 
cc. ~I050 firm. Tel. 635.7025. 
1970 Pontiac 4 dr. 3.50 cu. In. 
P.S,, P.B., - $975. 1974 
Mercury Bobcat -S1195. 1972 
Toyota Corolla - 5975. Rush 
Ent~prlses Auto Sales. DL 
No. 02193A. 
1973 Ford P.U. with Gemtop. 
~n,  V.I ~nglne, P.S., P.B., 
auto, new tires, B.a. 63S-7158 
days. 635-2913 nights. (c2-22) 
1972 Buick Skylark. P.S., 
P.B. Sl,400 OI30. Phone 63S. 
6s ,w,  . . . . .  
1974 Ford W ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
e~e,,'tronlc. IINllon. Phone 
43S.9SSO after 4 (c4.9) 
1971 4.wheel drive land 
¢rullm' with wlda tires, plus 
extra set of tires. Good 
working order, excellent for 
hunting. Phone 635.4066 days 
or 635.7~d6 eves. Ask for 
Terry. (e10.27) 
1974 ChlW 4)(4. Auto, P.S., 
P.B., dual tanks, tape deck, 
canopy, winch. Good con. 
dillon. 14,300. 635.2698. (p3. 
22) 
1973 Chrysler Newport 
custom. G VII, automatic, 
radials, dual exhaust. $1550 
O.B.e. Pho~e 635.9998 bet. 
wmm 6-I p.m. 
For Sale: 1970 Monte Carlo 
V.I, auto, P.S., P.B., radio. 
Phone after 6 p.m. at 63,5- 
ss,m. (pS-22) 
:Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win. 
field, B.C. (ctf) , 
For  Sale - 1972 3-2 bedroom 
trailer, depending. Franklin 
fire place, unfurnished. 
Completed 8' x 18' carpeted 
addition. Located in Thor. 
nhlll. Price $6,500.'Call 63S. 
9589, or 633.2455. 
By Owner: 1967 Glendale. 
Washer, dryer, fr!dge, stove. 
Carpet & drapes. 2 hdrm. 
Joey shack Insulated, porch 
w.roof. Ideal for bachelor or 
young couple. View at C13. 
1885 Queensway. Ask for Bill 
or VIcky. (p2.-22) 
• For Sale by Owner: 2 bdrm. 
mobile home with 8x45 ad- 
dition with 1' bdrm. & Ashley 
wood heater. New oll fur- 
~nace~ drilled well, fruit trees 
& lawns. Lot 50x2~0. Phone 
635.5458. (C10.22) 
For  Sale: 1973 two bdrm. 
Embassy trailer. Fully 
furnished, washer & dryer, 
ioey shack. Call alter 6 p.m. 
635-67,50. (p10-27) 
MOBILg HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
ts low as $100.00 down. ] 
0.A.C; . 
I 
Set up and delivered, 
Izades welcome 
Phone collect ,V~l-S10S 
(eft 
. .  - 
1976 23' Frontier 
motorhome. Full bathroom 
with tub. TV hookup, winter 
windows. New fires, C.B., 
radio. Excellent condition. 
Phone  635 .6011.  
Sale or Trade: 1975 
Security, G.M.C. chassis, 18 
ft. Motor Home priced to 
sell. Offers considered or 
will trade motor home on 
house to purchase. Please 
phone  635 .3211.  
Kneedeep In figures7 Let me 
help you. No set of books too 
British Columbia, this 31st 
day of August, 1978. (ai- 
22,29) 
Purebred Morgan mare. 4 
yrs. old, refined head, typey. 
Last shown placed first in 
class of 14. Has been worked 
In the ring and on trail. 
Phone 635.7448. (C2-251 
ManpoWer Job Opportunities 
The following Job up- IAIANS CLERK - 45 WI"M 
portunitiea exist in the tyi~n,8; ~175 per m_o. .  
Terrace area. For further SALF]MAN - l~]tg~tt, n~ 
infi,rmaticu, drup into yuur ' preferred. Must be f~ xtilia, 
with Imlldin8 t~'~d~. Have Canada Employment Centre 
at 4630 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
PRE-SCIIOOL TEACIIER - 
Must be qualified with 
certificate. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACllER- 
,~ ewart area. 
own trmmpertad~,. 
CI2gRK- Geuera~ t~,ties i~.~ 
pet. shop. ~ per too. 
bleak CLERK - Evening 
shut. $4.15Der hr. 
SALII~ CLERKS -ReL~I  
clothing store. ~o  her hr. 
MOBILE IIYDRAULIC LOOK - Chinese. $1000 per 
INSTRUCTOR- 5 Year~ me. 
experience in mobile and LXJOK - Mu.~; . . . .  ..~.ure and 
industrial hydraulics. rel iable with sume related 
4 REGISTERED NURSE~ - experience. Wages 
Fur hospital. Shift work ncl~otlable. 
involved. Various elations APPRENTICE BAKER 
available including ICU, t4.00 per hr. 
Med ica l -Surg ica l  and  PIZZA COOK - Mature, 
general duties, deancut person. Experience 
• mJt necessary. 15.75 per hr. 
Due nag. Two positions. 
IIEAO COOK - Must be well 
experienced and able to 
WPM. Must have 2-3 years supervise. $1100 to $1300 per 
experience. Dietatyping, too. 
shorthand. $764 per mo. , I~e~VERAL WAITERS & 
WAITRESSES REQUIRED - 
BODY REPAIRMAN- Fully In Terrace. Full and part 
qualified with TQ. jobs. 
CONSTRUCTION ELEC- time SEVERAL BABYSITTERS 
TRICIAN -Terrace. Must be & IIOUSEKEEPERS 
fully qualified.. Union rate. REQUIRED - In Terrace. 
PLUMBER - Residential nd Full and part time jobs. 
commercial. Must be Interested al~lieants must 
y,urneyman. Unkm rate. supply 9- letters of refermce 
MAINTENANCE and be registered with 
WORKERS - Previous ex- C.E.C. 
perienee preferred. ~ par  JANITOR- Permanent, part 
hr. time. Must have own tran- 
COMIN)SINGR(H)M sportation. 15 per hr. 
FOREMAN ' M I t  be KITCIIEN ilELPER - 15.25 
journeyman or have 4 years to $4 per.hr. 
experience. TEA. SIIINGLE SAWYER - Fully 
TYPESETTER - Must have experienced, only. I;5 per sq. 
keyboarding ur paste-up SIIEET METALWORKER- 
experience.. Min. 45 WPM Must be experienced. Ap- 
typing. $4 per hr. wentice with 2 or more 
PRESSMAN - Must have 4 
years plus experience. 15per years experience would be 
aneeptable. Union wage. 
hr. REFRIGERATION 
CLERK-TYPIST- 30 WPM. 
$3.15 - $4.00 per hr. 
SECRETARY-STENO- 60 
SIIOE REPAIRMAN ' Must 
be fully qualified. 1550 per 
"mu. DOE. 
iIEAVY DUTY TRUCK 
MFCIIANIC - Musl have 
diesel experience. $9.81 per 
hr. 
MECIIANIC- Experienced. 
Union wage. 
CABINET REFINISl lER- 
Refinishing TV & home 
enterta inment  system 
cabinets. 15.50 to $6.50 per 
hr. 
Friday, September 22, 1978 
Treasures From Our Orelmrds 
Now is the time to stash 
away the most ravishing of 
nature's products - -  luscious 
fruit. Store in home freezers 
like precious gems in a secret 
chest - -  or stand on pantry 
shelves like crown jewels 
behind glass. These treasures 
from our orchards will bring 
magic to mealtime 
throughout the year. 
Fortunately, there's a 
product on the market oday 
that helps preserve the 
glorious color, refreshing 
aroma and exciting taste of 
all our seasonal fruits. It's 
Fruit.Fresh - -  a mixture of 
ascorbic acid with natural 
sugar. Just a little on cut 
fresh fruits retains the ap 
pealing colon by preventing 
discolormion and darkening. 
It's not expensive - -  a 5- 
ounce can is enough for 75 
RECIPL • BIB 19 pies or 27 quarts of canned fruit. 
For canning the bounties 
of nature you'll need 
th0mughly clean jars and 
A delightful piebursting the almon~l extract and 
with fresh B.C. cherries and marshmallows. Spread half 
marshmallowsl whipped cream mixture in 
Seven.eighths Arabian filly, l - 9 inch graham cracker the graham cracker crust. 
IV~ yr. old..Phone 635.3226. crust Top with fresh cherries. 
(c2.25) I cup whipping cream Cmer with remaining whip- 
1/4 cup light corn syrup ped cream, and garnish with 
1/4 teaspoon almond ex- some more flesh cherries. 
" tract , Chill until firm. 
~ 2  cups fruit flavored minis- 
. tore marshmallows 
A CONCRETE IDEA 2 cups fresh pitted B.C. For a full - eolour 16 
If you're thinking about cherries ~ page home preserving uide 
paneling your basement this Beat whipping cream send 25 cents to: . 
winter, there's an. easter" .way. until thickened. Gradually Sunshine Meals 
to fasten the turfing swps . .  to the wall. . ann corn syrup. Beat until B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. 
Use a Speed Fastener paw- mixture is very stiff. Fold in Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7N6 
der.aetuated stud driver--a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
tool that instantly drives a f ~ ~  
hardened steel pin through 
BuO  
I 
O~/£CTS ~ LLr r~,  FaVD OUT MMT 
THIS ~I~.L& 
U+ -L 
small. Bookkeeping to trial 
For sale: 1978 Z28 Camera. 4 balance. 635.3166 or 635-7002• 
Iqlxl., 6,000 klm. $7,500 firm. (c5;22.), . . . . . . . .  patio~ and porches. 
638.12S2..(e1~2) t~*;~ , "  "..:' - . . . .  "" ' . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
lids, sugar, a cooker for 
processing, fresh fruit and 
Fruit-Fresh. Make sure you 
select fresh fruit free of 
blemishes then wash and 
prepare. Peaches shOUld be 
peeled and pitted then halved 
or sliced; apricots, halved 
and pitted; cherries, pitted; 
berries, stemmed and apples 
and peas, peeled, cored and 
halved, quartered or sliced. I f  
the peeled fruit is cut into a 
Fruit-Fresh solution (3 
tablespoons Fruit-Fresh in 2 
quarts of water) it will never 
discolor as it's being 
prepared. 
To prepare for processing; 
drain fruit; pack into. jars 
leaving •!•/2 inch at top, then 
cover with hot syrup. Be sure 
i.teaspoon Fruit-Fresh as 
been added to each cup of 
~,yrup. Each quart of fruit 
will need I to i - I /2  cups of 
syrup. Run knife around 
inside of jar to remove air 
bubbles and add extra syrup, 
if necessary, to cover fruit. 
Wipe top of jar free of fruit 
fragments or syrup then 
adjust lids according to 
directions (or type used. 
Wipe off jars, place in 
boiling water bath or 
pressure cooker and process 
according to directions for 
specific cooker. .  Remove 
containers then cool, label 
and store in a dry, cool place. 
Freezing is a great method 
for preserving summer's 
treasures. It's easy and little 
equipment is needed. All 
that's needed is plenty of 
freezer containers with lids, 
1973 OGOPOGO 
IMPORT CAMPER 
Complete with furnace, 3- 
way fridge, stove with 
oven. This unit has 4 jacks 
and Is in real nice con. 
dillon. 
Comperland 
5412 Hwy, 16W. 
Phone 635-6174 
Dealer Llcence No, 
D00611A 
1973 ELEVEN FT. 
VANGUARD CAMPER 
This unit Is nice and clear 
and features a three wa,~ 
tridge, furnace, toilet 
double sink, large closet, 
oven, sleeps six. A full 
fiberglass roof, and has 
four Jacks. 
See It at Camperland, 
5412 Highway 16 West. 
Phone 635-6174. Dealer 
LIcence No. D00611A. 
HUNTERS SPECIAL! 
1975 Ranger XLT F250, 
dual tanks, 390 engine, 
economical 4 speed 
transmission. Complete 
with 1979 Vang.ard 
Camperette. Sd695.00. 
Calnperland, 5412 Highway 
16 West• Phone 635.6174• 
Oealer Llcence No• 
D00611 A. 
PaIN 13, The HeraM, 
wood or metal into a concrete 
wall or steel beam. 
The powder-actuated stud 
driver is replacing the star 
drill and anchor or the elec- 
tric drill and masonry bit for 
this purpose because the stud 
driver is faster, easy to use-- 
it actually takes only 1/10 
the time. 
Speed Fastener, Inc., a 
leading manufacturer of pow- 
der-actuated drivem, took a 
device widely used by con- 
struction crews and adapted 
it for home-use, to transform 
what was once a tough and 
time-consuming task-fasten- 
ing wood or steel to con- 
crete-into something relative- 
ly simple. 
The stud driver has varied 
uses throughout the home-- 
installing furring strips to eon- 
crete, fastening metal hangers 
Lo basement walls, securing 
metal supports for posts and 
railings, and fastening tables 
to the concrete surfaces of 
fresh fruit and Fruit-Fresh. 
For the syrup method 
make up a syrup by 
dissolving sugar in cold or 
boiling water. (Make a day 
ahead and store in 
refrigerator, if you wish.) 
Syrup should be cool before 
using. To prevent 
discoloration and to retain 
fresh pleasing aroma and 
fresh flavor of halt, add 1 
teaspoon Fruit-Fresh per cup 
of syrup. 
Fill freezer containers one- 
quarter full of syrup. Cut 
apples, apricots and peaches 
directly into the container 
with syrup. Fill one-half full 
with fruit; shake carefully to 
pack the fruit as closely as 
possible without crashing. 
Fill container then add 
enough syrup to cover the 
fruit. Leave l/2-inch head 
space. Crumple a small piece 
of plastic wrap end place it 
on top of the fruit to hold it 
under the syrup. Cover, label 
and freeze. 
To prevent fruit from 
darkening during preparation 
for dry-pack method; slice 
fruit into Fruit-Fresh 
solution, as above, Drain 
fruit then gently toss in a 
":.mixtare of 2 teaspoous Fruit, 
Fresh and 1/2 to I cup sugar. 
After making sure all pieces 
are coated pack fruit into 
containen leaving i12 inch 
head space. Place crumpled 
plastic wrap on top. Cover, 
label and freeze. 
For a couple of extra 
special treats freeze fillings 
for super<leUctom pies, 
sauces for fruity sundaes and 
fillings for tasty tarts. 
Frozen Peach Pie WIlin8 
4 to 4.1/2 copssliced 
firm peac/m (4 I~.) 
2/J cupsugar 
2 tablespoons cornstarch 
I tablespoon~uit-Frrsk 
To prepare peaches, 
hinnch in boiling water. Peel, 
pit and slice enouBh m make 
4 to 4-1/2 cups. Mix ~gar, 
cornstarch and Fruit-Fresh 
together and toss gcutly with 
peaches, making sure 811 
slices are coated. Spread 
sficas in a plastic wrap or foil- 
fined deep 9-inch pie plate 
and freeze in coldest part of 
f reezer .  Make severa l  ready 
for future pie nmklng. When 
frozen (leave in freezer 
overnight) lift out of pans, 
wrap airtight, label and store 
in freezer. 
Makes Idling for ! deep 9- 
inch pie. 
Peach l le: Unwrap one pie 
fUUng and set in a deep 9-1nch 
pastry-fined pie pan. Dampen 
the edge of pie crust and 
cover with pastry top. Tuck 
edges under then pinch firmly 
together and crimp edge. 
Prick the top. Bake as usual 
at 4000F for about 40 to 50 
minutes, allowing a little 
extra time for the frost still in 
the filling. 
, ,  . , . : .  . . .~ ,~ '~ 
.... Fazes  Apricot or 
• 2 teaspoons k3,uit.Fmsh 
3/4 cop sugar ' 
3-1/2 to 4 cops crushed 
fresh apricots or peaches 
(3 to 41bs.) 
Mix Fruit-Fresh and 
peaches together. Sprinkle 
sugar over apricots ud  
peaches. Mix well and let 
stand 15 minutes, stirring 
occasiomdly until mqptr 
dissolves. Ladle into cartons, 
label and freeze. Makes 
about 4 cups. 
MOB|LE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
Expanse paid fare Vancouver.  return. For 
free credit chock and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935.5447 
l ~ PHONE 635.4573 
~ v  
11118 Dateune 0i IbFb / i t  
00FIqER IIIIIII1'1111 EIITEIIFIIISE$ LTII. 
3030 NWY, 111EAST 
USED STOOK 
1974 Ford Torino 4 Door 
v. Auto, P.S., P.B., Redk) $L  16 u 
1973 Pontiac Catalina H.T. 
v., p.,.0 p.b. $11"  
1974 Astrc Station Wago t P 
1973 Buick LaSabre 4 Door 
Lii~! 
11 
I 
i ~ 
¢ 
I 
( 
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din K,. 14s 
KING 
(NBC)  
Journey to 
Adventure 
News 
g I R L  ~mmml i lml immmm 
Animal World 
Wild Kingdom 
Gong Show 
C.H.I .P.S. 
[ Movie 'Burnt  Of- 
ferings' 
Night 
SUNBM 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
Impossible 
News 
National 
Film Board 
T.B.A. 
Martin, 
Photographer' 
5 p.m, to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV)  
News 
Hour 
Show 
Biz 
Carter 
Country 
Apple 
Pie 
Acad. Per. 
formance 
'Burnt  Of. 
ferings'. 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
SATURDAY 
Once Upon a 
Classic 
J. MIchener's 
World 
'Rocking Horse 
Winner' 
Cdn. Film 
Awards Island 
Special 'The 
Rosenberg 
Revisited' 
National 
Night Final 
Late Show 
'Three on 
Couch' 
CTV News 
INews Hour Final 
Late Show 
'The  H in .  
denburg' 
Two Ronnies 
Late Show 
't776' 
J , :00  
:15 
i~ :30 
I :45 
Vegetable 
Soup I I 
What's This 
G'atlon 
'Horst 
Koehler 
CFL ;78 
a break between classes 
Terry 
Winters 
Sunday Theatre I 
i i  ,, i , 
:00 Horowitz 'Sask. at Ot. 'To Paris with 
: 15 Live tawa' Love' 
' :30 
:4.5 
~ Coral Jungle Sunday Theatre II 
i 'She Cr ied 
~1t i~ Murder' 
:00 WSU Football 
: 15 Question Per!od 
5 !31~ Meet the Press Hymn Sing World Untamed ' 
V 145 News ' TopReach for the mentC~pit°l Corn- 
I~ :00 Jack Patera World of Disney ' News 
: 15 Show Hour 
l )  i~  HOW Come? 
145 Things 
Galactlca 
v 14s 
:00 Big Event SIdestreet , Movie Special 
:15 'The Other Side . 'The Other Side 
:30 of the Mountain' . of the Mountain' 
: 45 ,,, 
a ~1~ :06 Marketplace 
:15 
: 30 Ombudsman 
I I :45 
ill I~  :00 News Nation,:,. CTV News 
:15 News Hour  ! :30 Night Final Final 
II II :45 
~ Movie Late Show Late Show 
I ]i 0 'Number One' 'Die, Die my 'The Daring 
Darling' : Dobermans' 
I I " 
Washington 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
Music from 
Seattle 
Great Per- 
formances 
Black 
Perspective 
The Long Search. 
ii 
Tutankhamun's 
Egypt 
Evening at Pops " 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
'The Mayor of 
Casterbrldge' 
Wodehouse • 
Playhouse 
Newsworld 
ii 
Lale Show 'The 
New Avengers' 
i 
WIDE SELECTION OF 
Bohemian Pinwheel Crystal 
VARIOUS PRICES 
lilNNmuimNuuluunununuluumnunnuluml 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle 635-6576 
Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat, 9a.m.-5:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. 
NIXON BAKER PHOTOS 
School days- play days 
children enjoy park 
and more tim than arithmetic 
